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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

May 2, 1977 

MEMORANDUM FOR: 

FROM: KINe$ 
SUBJECT: residential Designation 

The Secretary of State, in con rrence with the Secretary of 
Health, Education, and Welf e, recommend that you designate 
the Chief Delegate, Delegat s, and Alternate Delegates to 
attend the Thirtieth alth Assembly in Geneva, 
Switzerland, from' ough May 20, 1977 as indicated 
on the attached li 

If you approve the proposed designations, attached is a 
memorandum from Secretary Vance for your signature. 

All necessary checks have been completed. 
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THE SECRETARY OF STATE 

WASHINGTON 

LHIITED OFFICIAL USE April 29, 1977 

!·iEMORANDUM FOR: 

FR0!1: 

SUBJECT: 

THE PRESIDENT 

CYRUS VANCE t-1 

~-; 

'· 

United States Representation at the 
Thirtieth World Health Assembly of 
the world Health Organization, Geneva, 
May 2 through May 20, 1977 

The United States Government, a Member of the World 
Health Organization, has been notified of the convening 
of the Thirtieth World Health Assembly in Geneva, 
Switzerland, from May 2 through May 20, 1977. I recommend, 
and the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare concurs, 
that you designate the Chief Delegate, Delegates, and 
Alternate Delegates to this meeting as indicated on the 
attached list. 

Public·Law 643, 80th Congress, requires Presidential 
designation of the Chief Delegate, Delegates, and Alternate 
Delegates to sessions of the World Health Assembly. Senate 
confirmation is not required. 

The individuals named on this list have been certified 
as to security in accordance with Public Law 643, 80th Con
gress, as amended by Public Law 298, 82nd Congress.· 

If you approve the proposed designations, the Depart
ment will proceed with appropriate arrangements. 

Attachments: 

1. List of Proposed United States Delegation. 
2. Biographic sketches. 

LIMITED OFFICIAL USE 

APPROVED: ~ 
----------------~-----------

DISAPPROVED: -------------------------



Proposed United-States Delegation to the Thirtieth World 
Health Assembly, Geneva, Switzerland, May 2-20, 1977 

Chief Delegate: 

S. Paul Ehrlich, Jr., M.D., ;~ . 
Director, Office of International Health, 

Department of Health, Education and Welfare. 

Delegates: 

Lee M. Howard, M.'D., (Alternate Chief Delegate), 
Director, O{fice of Health, 

Agency for International Development. 

William H. Foege, M.D., 
Assistant Director for Operations, 

Communicable Disease Center; 

Alternate Delegates: 

Department of Health, Education and Welfare, 
Atlanta, Georgia. 

Robert Fe'Andrew, 
Director, Directorate for Health and Drug Control, 

Bureau of International Organization Affairs, 
Department of State. 

George I. Lythcott, M.D., 
Associate Vice Chancellor for The Health Sciences, 

Center for Health Sciences, 
University of Wisconsin, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Roger A. Sorenson, 
Amertcan Charge d'Affaires ad interim, 

United States Mission to the European 
Office of the United Nations, 

Geneva. 

• 
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MEMORANDUM FOR 

FROM 

RE: 

THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

May 2, 1977 

The President 

Stu Eizenstat 
Bill Johnston 

Meetinq on Aircraft Noise Financing 

Two issues should be the focus of our May 3 discussion 
on aircraft noise financing. 

I. Should we retain the recently promulgated rule 
that requires all currently operating aircraft to meet federal 
noise standards by 1985? Until last year, noise standards 
applied only to newly purchased aircraft. 

Opponents argue that the benefits of the retroactive 
application of the rule have not been shown to outweigh 
the costs. Supporters argue that any retreat from the re
troactive rule will generate bitter opposition. They believe 
that the benefits qf reduced annoyance to residents near air
ports outweigh the costs that will be imposed on air travelers. 

II. If we retain the retroactive noise rule, what 
federal help should be given to airlines to help them to 
comply? Three options have been suggested: 

A. The Anderson Bill would establish a federally 
supervised noise abatement trust fund financed by a 2% sur
charge on passenger fares. This charge would be offset by 
a 2% decrease in existing air fare taxes. The fund could be 
drawn on by the airlines to replace, re-engine, or retrofit 
their fleets. Supporters argue that this user-financed fund 
will not only benef1t residents near airports, but, because 
it provides funds for buying new planes, will stimulate the 
aircraft•construction industry. 

B. The DOT Alternative would also involve a noise 
abatement .. tnist 'fund financed with a 2% fare tax. The Adams 
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plan however, would allow airlines whose fleets meet 
noise standards to cease collecting the surcharge. Supporters 
argue that the DOT plan will reduce federal intervention into 
airline decision making, and will limit cross subsidy of 
noisier airlines by those with quieter fleets. 

C. The OMB option would oppose establishment of a 
noise abatement trust fund. OMB proposes to have DOT develop 
financing options that would be limited to airlines that are 
financially unable to meet noise standards. Supporters 
argue that the OMB option would be substantially cheaper than 
either the Anderson or DOT proposals (which are estimated to 
add $400 million to the annual budget deficit). They also 
feel that this option will minimize federal intervention into 
airline decision making. 

OMB also argues that noise abatement should not be 
used as an excuse to justify financing replacement of old 
aircraft. OMB believes that a!!Y federally assisted financing 
E].an shou l,g_Q~_limi_t~g_t_q__t_l.J:~ -~os _!:_qf__!"~_t:r;:9f .i,_t_i:I !!Sf_ eXisting 
planes to br!E:L!:he1Tl _ _i_nt_Q_ng:i,s.~ __ coropli_C!.n.9e. Both the-mYr-and 
Anderson proposals involve trust funds that will total $3.3 
billion over ten years - 3 to 5 times more than the cost of 
simply retrofitting all aircraft to bring them into noise 
compliance. It should be pointed out that replacement in
volves much greater noise reduction and improvements in fuel 
economy compared to retrofit. 
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I. PURPOSE 

THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

May 2, 1977 

BREAKFAST WITH CONGRESSIONAL LEADERS 
Tuesday, May 3, 1977 
Family Dining Room 
8:00 a.m. 

From: Frank Moore 

Regular Tuesday breakfast meeting with Leadership. 

II. PARTICIPANTS AND PRESS PLAN 

A. Participants -- See Attached list 

B. Press Plan -- White House photo only 

III. TALKING POINTS 

1. Discussion of the scheduling of your legislative priorities: 

a) During the next month you will send to the Hill 
several major pieces of legislation. 

b) The legislative agenda for the next month is as 
follows: social security financing; undocumented 
workers; conflict of interest legislation for 
executive branch employees; and wiretap legislation. 

c) Prior to the August "district work period," 
welfare reform legislation will be sent to the Congress. 
You may want to discuss with the leadership the fact 
that the completion of work on this legislation may well 
carry over into early 1978. 

d) The Administration is still working on labor 
law reform and maritime policy (including the cargo 
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preference issue. A message on the environment awaits 
your approval. The Administration will also be watching 
very closely the legislation on revisions of the U.S. 
Criminal Code. 

e) Several of your priority items will be assigned to 
the Finance Committee in the Senate and Ways and Means 
in the House. Among those are Social Security Financing, 
tax portions of the energy package, tax reform and hospital 
cost containment. All of these are very important to 
the Administration in 1977. 

f) You should mention to the Speaker and to Majority 
Leader Wright that our strategy was to tie the counter
cyclical assistance measure to the tax bill in the 
Senate (which was done ) . You need to stress to the 
Speaker that this issue is very important to you and 
that it must be included in the tax bill corning out 
of conference. The conference committee begins its 
work at 10:00 a.m. TUESDAY, MAY 3. 

2. You may want to give a brief overview of your upcoming 
trip -- your agenda, objectives, etc. 



PARTICIPANTS 

The President 

The Vice President 

Bert Lance 

Senators 

Byrd 
Cranston 
Humphrey 

Representatives 

O'Neill 
Wright 
Brademas 
Foley 
Rostenkowski 
Chisholm 

Staff 

Frank Moore 
Stu Eizenstat 
Dan Tate 
Bob Thomson 
Jim Free 
Bill Smith 
Herky Harris 

Bttt eA''-' 
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HU~E~T H. ]iUMPHREY 

MINNESOTA 

The President 
The White House 
Washington, D.C. 

Dear Mr. President: 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20110 

May 2, 1977 

I have known Frances Knight since 1955 when she 
became Director of the U.S. Passport Office. Frances 
is a Civil Service Employee who has come up through 
the ranks of the system. In 1956 she reorganized 
the then outmoded Passport Office into an efficient 
public service. Since then, the workload in 
passport applications alone has risen from under 
half a million to over 2.7 million. To service this 
tremendous increase in travel, the Passport Office 
again must be modernized and to this end Frances has 
been planning the restructuring of the entire Office 
and issuance system. In order to accomplish this, 
however, considerable time will be needed. 

Considering her dedication to improvement, economy 
and efficient government, I believe Frances can and 
will produce a modern, efficient and effective Passport 
Office which will be a credit to your Administration 
if she is permitted to continue in her position as 
Director until the project is completed. She has had 
two extensions so far, but another would be needed in 
the very near future and I am most hopeful you will 
grant her one. 

I have introduced S.l252, which would eliminate some 
of the problems now existant in the overlapping 
jurisdictions. This bill establishes a United States 
Passport Service which would receive policy direction 
from the Secretary of State instead of through some 
four or five echelons within the Department. The Passport 
Office is a revenue-producing, self-supporting business
like pu~lic service. 

I commend Miss Knight's extension of service to your 
consideration. 
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Biographic Information on 
(~iss) Frances G. Knight 
Director, Passport Office 

· Department of State 
Washington, D.C. 

Born: Newport, Rhode Island, July 22, 1905 

Education: Attended schools in France, Austria, Czechoslovakia, 
Monaco; Hunter, New York, N.Y.; New York University School of 
Journalism; Columbia University, New York, N.Y.; Missouri 
Valley College L.H.D., 1963. 

Associations and Clubs: None. 

Languages: French, German and Czechoslovakian. 

Work Experience: Assistant Editor for Congregational Church Boards, 
New York; Special Assignment Reporter for the New York American, 
Library Research (part-time) for National Industrial Conference 
Board, New York. Special Consultant to the American Economic 
Foundation, a.nd American Cotton Manufacturers Association. 
Assistant to the President and Director of Public Relations, 
American Retail Federation, Washington, D.C. Contributor to 
Reader's Digest, Women's Wear Daily, U.S. News and World 
Report, Human Events, Officer Review, ASTA Magazine, etc. 

Special Assignments: Speech ,.;riter for Secretary of the Treasury 
Henry Morgenthau; speech writer for Secretary of Labor 
Frances Perkins; selected news analyst for President's Public 
Relations Counsel, Lowell Hellett; Researcher on OCD for 
Mrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt and Dr. James Landis. · 

Government Experience: Division Chief, National I!idustr.ial Recovery · 
Administration 1934-1936; Deputy Director of Information, 
Works Progress Administration 1936-1939; Public Relations 
Consultant, White House Conference on Children 1940; Special 
Assistant to the Commissioner, National Defense Advisory Commission; 
Director of Public Advice and Counsel, U.S. Office of Civilian 
Defense, 1941-1945. · 

Department of S·tate Experience: Informatfon Specialist, uSIA, 1949; 
Special Assistant to the Director, USIA, 1950-1951; Assistant 
Deputy Administrator and Liaison Officer, SCA, 1953-1955; 
Director of the Passport Office, May 1955 to date. 

Federal Government Status: Civil Service Career Employee since 1936. 
Passed Civil Service Examination for Information Specialist 
at a rating of 98; qualified as Administrative Officer; Analyst 
and Economist in 1935-1936 and 1940. 

Travel Experience: Visited in 49 States of the U.S.A. and travelled 
on business or pleasure in 112 foreign countries and islands. 



Partial List of Honors Received 
1958 through 1976 

The record is replete with testimonials on behalf of Miss Knight. 
Typical tribute to her ability are the words spoken.by Trygve Lie, 
first Secretary General of the United Nations, June 21, 1960: 

" ••• Miss Knight should be put in charge of a program 
to dispose of the red tape that now blocks the tour
ist routes to this country •.. " 

February 1958, the City of New Orleans named Miss Knight an honorary 
citizen of New Orleans. The Mayor presented a Key to the City as a 
token of gratitude for the passport and citizenship services render
ed to the citizens of that area. 

April 1959, the City of Boston presented a silver Paul Revere Bowl to 
Miss Knight, as a token of appreciation for the improvements made 
in the Boston Passport Agency and services rendered to the citizens of 
Boston. 

April 1959, the City of Miami, Florida, presented Miss Knight with the 
Key to the City, and a citation for outstanding services to inter
national travelers. The Mayor of Miami_presented a plaque. 

December 1959, Miss Knight received a plaque and citation from the 
American Society of Travel Agents in appreciation of her outstanding 
service to the Travel Industry by reducing red tape and delays in 
the handling of passport applications. 

March 1960, she received an Annual Award of the Diners Club for out
standing contributions to the travel and dining industries by greatly 
improving the efficiency of her office. 

August 1962, Miss Knight was presented the Key to the City of Los 
Angeles by the Mayor in recognition of providing Southern California 
with efficient passport services. 

September 1963, she was awarded honorary Doctorate of Humane Letters 
by Missouri Valley College for outstanding contributions to the better 
understanding of people of all nations. 

January 1964, she received the annual award of Southwest Chapter of 
ASTA as the person who had provided the greatest assistance to the 
travel industry in 1963. 

February 1964, Miss Knight was given the award of Central Atlantic 
Chapter of ASTA as the individual most helpful to the international 
travel industry in 1963. 



Page 2 
Honors Received-Miss Knight 

In 1965, she was the recipient of the prestigious Eloy Alfaro Grand 
Cross. This award, presented by the Republic of Panama, is given 
in recognition of service to mankind. Previous United States 
citizens honored include former Presidents Johnson, Eisenhower, and 
Truman, and former Vice President Humphrey. 

In July 1970, she was given the Woman of Distinction Award by the 
Soroptimist Federation of the Americas for "integrity of profession in 
government". 

April 1976, Miss Knight was honored by the Order of Lafayette, in 
Washington, D.C. and presented the coveted Freedom Award for her 
years of dedicated service to the Federal Government and her 
accomplishments in the field of international travel. 

August 1976, Miss Knight received the Bicentennial Distinguished 
Award by the Czechoslovak Society of Arts and Sciences in America 
for her contribution towards better understanding amongst nations 
through the medium of travel. 

September 1976, Miss Knight was voted into the Travel Hall of Fame 
by the American Society of Travel Agents and international affiliates 
for her consistent efforts over the years to facilitate international 
travel. 
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!HE PRESIDENT HAS SEEN. 

THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

May 2, 1977 

MEMORANDUM FOR: THE PRESIDENT 

FROM: STU EIZENSTAT 

SUBJECT: Arab Boycott 

When I last spoke with you about the Arab boycott legislation, 
I mentioned that the business and Jewish groups had finally 
agreed on certain amendments to the Senate bill, provided 
that those amendments were also supported by the Administration 
and an announcement to that effect was issued. 

The Senate, Commerce, and Treasury Departments, as well as 
Bob Lipshutz and I, have reviewed the proposed amendments, 
believe they are consistent with our previously announced 
positions on unilateral selection and local law compliance, 
feel certain that our support of them will ensure their 
adoption by the Senate this week, and strongly recommend that 
you approve the attached announcement of support. 

The primary virtue of the agreed upon amendments, aside from 
their consistency with our position, is that they will enable 
us to avoid having to take positions on the innumerable 
amendments that-absent an agreement-will be offered on the 
Senate floor. Because of the intense emotionalism of the 
issue, we should avoid being placed in such a position. 

With our support of the amendments, the Senate will both 
adopt them with little debate and not adopt other major 
amendments. With Senate approval, the only remaining hurdle 
to an anti-boycott bill acceptable to the business and Jewish 
groups, as well as the Administration, is the Senate-House 
Conference. 

The bill already passed by the House is somewhat closer to 
the preferred position of the Jewish groups. Although 
they will no longer - as part of the agreement - lobby for 
that bill in the conference, the House anti-boycott leaders 
(Congressmen Rosenthal, Bingham and Solarz) may still try to 
change the Senate bill in favor of theirs. But even if they 
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do, the overwhelming support behind the Senate bill almost 
ensures that no major changes will be made to it in conference. 

The attached statement of support has been reviewed by the 
Departments and the Jewish and business groups; their comments 
have been incorporated. If you approve, the statement can be 
issued today by Jody. 
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I am pleased to announce that an agreement has been reached 

by the Anti-Defamation League, the American Jewish Committee 

and the American Jewish Congress with the Business Roundtable 

on legislative language for the anti-foreign boycott bill 

presently being considered by the Senate, and that I can 

strongly recommend Congressional approval of those amendments. 

I wo~ld like to commend these organizations and their 

leaders for the skill and cooperation shown in the negotia-

tions leading to today's agreement, which embodies concepts 

previously outlined in a Joint Statement of Principles 

agreed to by the Anti-Defamation League and the Business 

Roundtable. 

I would also like to commend the many members of Congress 

who have devoted so much time and effort toward achieving 

strong anti-boycott legislation -- Senators Proxmire and 

Stevenson and Congressmen Zablocki, Rosenthal, Hamilton, 

Bingham, Solarz and Whalen. Without their efforts, I doubt 

that the Congress would have evercome close to passaie of 

anti-foreign boycott legislation. 

In my view, one of the most gratifying aspects of the 

agreement is its reasonable balance between the need for 

stringent controls over the undesirable impact on Americans 

of foreign boycotts and the need to allow continuation of 

American business relations with countries engaging in such 

boycotts. 

j''·t· 
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The agreement supports legislative language which would 

i:mpose the following restrictions: 

o Prohibit all forms of religious 

or ethnic discrimination arising out 

of a foreign boycott; 

o Prohibit u.s. firms from refusing to 

do business with a boycotted country as 

a condition of doing business in 

another country; 

o Prohibit u.s. firms from acting as 

enforcers of a foreign boycott; 

o Prohibit u.s. firms from responding 

to requests for boycott-related 

information; 

o Prohibit the use of so-called negative 

certificates of origin within a year of 

enactment. 

At the same time, the agreement supports limited 

exceptions which recognize that other countries, like 

the United States, may seek to impose their own laws 

within their own countries. 

I urge the Senate, and the Congress, to adopt these 

agreed upon amendments to the anti-foreign boycott 

legislation. With adoption of the amendments, I believe 

passage of this legislation can occur very soon, and I 

look forward to signing the legislation. 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

May 3, 1977 

MEMORANDUM TO THE PREVDENT 

FROM: Jody Powel~r 

The following are suggested remarks during the photo session 
at the start of your 2:15 p.m. meeting with the Latin Ameri
can ambassadors: 

"I am happy to announce to you that Rosalynn will be 
going on my behalf to several Latin American and 
Caribbean countries in the first two weeks of June. 

The purpose of her trip will be to discuss substan
tive issues of concern to our governments and the 
new directions I outlined in my Pan American Day 
speech. 

I have asked her to bring back to me those comments 
elicited from leaders of the regions she will visit. 

The exact itinerary for Rosalynn's trip has not been 
confirmed, but we are working out a schedule this week. 

I hope that both this meeting today and Rosalynn's 
forthcoming trip will demonstrate my personal inter
est in the countries of Latin America and the Carib
bean and their roles in the world." 

(These remarks were suggested by the First Lady's staff and 
have been approved by the NSC.) 



MEMORANDUM FOR: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

May 3, 1977 

THE PRESIDENT 

STU EIZENSTAT ~ 
Brief Summary on Sugar 
Decision for Meeting with 
Latin American Ambassador 

Following is a very brief summary of the decision 
made on sugar policy: 

1) You have denied import relief under 
the Trade Act, overruling the decision by the 
International Trade Commission recommending the 
imposition of import quotas. No import quota 
system will be imposed. 

2) Income support payments will be provided 
to producers pending negotiations and implementation 
of an International Sugar Agreement. The support 
price would be set at 13.5¢ per pound, with 2¢ per 
pound limit on the amount of the payment. 

3) Sugar would be kept on the list of articles 
eligible to receive duty-free treatment under the 
Generalized System of Preferences (GSP). The 
countries eligible for GSP for sugar have not yet 
been designated. The Trade Policy Staff Committee 
will soon recommend to you which of the eight 
countries ineligible for GSP in 1976 should be 
designated in 1977. These eight countries are 
Panama, Jamaica, Guyana, Colombia, Brazil, Argentina, 
Thailand and Republic of China. ----

4) You will support negotiations leading to a 
new International Sugar Agreement. 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

May 2, 1977 

MEMORANDUM FOR: THE PRESIDENT 

FROM: STU EIZENSTAT 

RE: Meeting of Sugar Policy with 
Latin American Ambassadors on May 3 

Ambassador Strauss asked me to mention the following to 
you regarding the above meeting: Since the Latin American 
countries felt that they were going to be consulted on 
your sugar decision rather than be presented with a 
decision, Mr. Strauss suggested that you mention to them 
that inasmuch as your decision was favorable to them (since 
no tariffs are involved) there was no need for you to go 
further and take their time with lengthy consultations. 

Electrostatic Copy Made 
tor Preservation Purposes 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

May 3, 1977 

Brzezinski 

The attached was returned in 
the President's outbox. It is 

• • 

forwarded to you for appropriate 
handling • 

Rick Hutcheson 

cc: Jim Fallows 

Re: "A Descent Respect for 
Future Generations" 
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WASHINGTON 
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EIZENSTAT 
JORDAN 
LIPSHUTZ 
MOORE 
POWELL 
WATSON 

FOR STAFFING 
FOR INFORMATION 

Comments due to 
Carp/Euron within 
48 hours; due to 
Staff Secretary 
next day 

FROM PRESIDENT'S OUTBOX 
LOG IN/TO PRESIDENT TODAY 
IMMEDIATE TURNAROUND 

HOYT 
HUTCHESON 
JAGODA 
KING 
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"A DECENT RESPECT FOR FUTURE GENERATIONS" 

Reflections on the First Ninety Days 

of the 

Foreign Policy of President carter 

Lecture at the NATO Defense College 
by Richard N. Gardner, United States 
Ambassador to Italy -- April 15, 1977 
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General Heslinga, distinguished members and guests of the 
NATO Defense College: 

I am delighted to be back at this important institution-
one that serves so well the common purposes _of the NATO 
countries • 

The last time I had the privilege ·to speak here it 
was as a private citizen, as a university professor, duririg 
a sabbatical year in Rome in 1967-68. Then I still enjoyed 
"the leisure of the theory class" (if I may be permitted 
this inversion of the title of the famous book by Thorstein 
Veblen). As I thought about what I might say to you today I 
realized how rnuch easier it was to talk as an academic--with 
no one to call me to account for what I might say--than to 
address this group as the.representative in Italy of the 
President of the United States. 

I had the good fortune to get to know Jimmy Carter 
four years ago during our common service on the Trilateral 
Commission. I came to know him better and admire him more 
during the remarkable campaign that transformed him from 
"Jimmy Who?" into the President of the United States. 
Working with him during those exciting months of the campaign 
·and the transition period that followed his victory, I came 
to have some understanding of his view of the place of the 
United .States in the world. 

On the eve of your departure on a study tour to the 
United States, I think I can be most useful to you if I 
direct my remarks today to answering the question: What are 
the distinguishing characteristics of the foreign policy of 
the Carter Administration? 

Before trying to answer that question, however, I do 
want to emphasize the essential continuity in American 
foreign policy as it has evolved since World War II under 
six Administrations of both American political parties. 
There~has been a substantial consensus between our political 
parties, for example, on the importance of NATO and the 
need to maintain an open international trading system. 

The elements of the foreign policy of a country are 
shaped by many objective factors. Our national interests, 
history, traditions and institutions help determine the 
framework of American foreign policy. As a result, the 
foreign policy of the United States ov~r the past thirty 
years has been remarkably consistent, though of course it 
has reflected the priorities and style of quite diffferent 
leaderspips. 

' 
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The Carter Administration brings a clear set of 
priorities to mnerican foreign policy, a sharp focus on the 
issues, and a perspective that permits the long view--both 
backward toward our national roots and forward to the generations 
to come. 

It would be impossible in one hour to give a comprehensive 
account of every aspect of the Carter Administration's 
foreign policy. Instead, this presentation will offer a 
personal view of what seem to me to be the main cfuat~cteristics 
or points of special emphasis. 
Let me stress that each of these points has its antecedents 
in previous Administrations, but they are now being brought 
into sharper focus. 

I would add that each of the major themes I will 
mention were clearly identified by President Carter in his 
major foreign policy statements during the 1976 primary and 
election campaigns--for example, to the Chicago Council on 
Foreign Relations on March 15, to the United Nations on May 
13, to the For.eign Policy Association in New York on June 
23, and to the B'nai B'rith Conventior. in Washington, D.C., 
on September 8. 

I. would summarize as follows the major themes of President 
Carter's foreign policy: 

1. The foreign policy of the United States must be 
based on a strong domestic foundation. .~ 

2. The foreign policy of the United States must 
reflect fundamental American values--and therefore must 
emphasize basic human rights. 

3. The first priority in United States foreign policy 
must be the relationship with our friends and allies in 
Europe, North America and Japan. 

4. United States foreign policy must seek a detente 
relationship with the Soviet Union thrit is both more com
prehensive and more reciprocal. 

5. United States foreign policy must be more responsive 
to the legitimate aspirations of the peoples of the develop
ing world. 

6. United States foreign policy must focus more 
urgently on controlling the arms race and seeking genuine 
disarmament. 

• 
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7. United States foreign policy should emphasize the 
building of international institutions needed for the solu
tion of global problems . 

Let me say something about each of these seven foreign 
policy themes. 

1. ~ foreign polic;: of the United States ~ £!:_ 
based on ! strong domestic foundation . 

This concept has several obvious implications. One is 
that our foreign policy can only be successful if it is 
understood and supported by the American people and the 
American Congress. Another is that our influence in the 
world will be shaped in the long run by the quality of our 
d.omestic society--by our success in coping with our main 
domestic problems: the economy, the energy crisis, the 
environment, the revitalization of our democratic institutions, 
and many others. 

Let me give some specific examples of what is implied 
by these broad generalizations. Last August I. had the 
privilege of participating in a five-hour economic discussion 
with President Carter in Plains, Georgia, which was attended 
by several people who now hold key positions in the Admini
stration--Secretary of the Treasury Michael Blumenthal, 
Under Secretary of State for Economic Affairs Richard Coope: , 
Assistant Secretary of the Treasury Fred Bergsten, and 
Domestic Policy Adviser Stuart Eizenstat. The dominant 
theme of this five-hour discussion was the intimate inter
relationship between domestic and international economic 
policy. This was the centerpiece of Mr. Carter's briefing to 
the press at the conclusion of the meeting. 

fhe same view was reflected in two important decisions 
taken by the President shortly after the election . 

First, the President decided to consider his appoint
ments to the top domestic and international economic policy 
positions in his Administration in terms of one compatible 
group of individuals. He did this because he recognized 
that these individuals would have to work very closely to
gether and would have to give special emphasis to the inter
relationship of domestic and internati9nal economic policy. 
The President proceeded to choose not only a distinguished 
group of economic officials but also a compatible one. 
These officials knew each other and had worked together 
before joining the Administration. Moreover, the fact that 
the Secretary of the Treasury and his two senior officials 
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dealing with international affairs had served in previous 
Administrations in the State Department has contributed to 
the development of an unusually harmonious relationship 
between these two key Departments. 

Secondly, the President established an Economic 
Policy Group as the main institution for the formulation of 
the administration's economic policy. The membership and 
methods of work of the group assure that foreign economic 
considerations are present in domestic economic pclicymaking 
and vice-versa. The State Department is represented by 
Richard Cooper, a distinguished and wi~ely respected economist, 

.who participates directly in the formulation not only of 
foreign economic policy but domestic policy as well. 

In this respect the approach of Bresident Carter is 
quite different from that of some previous administrations. 
Rerhaps the clearest example of the contrast is the fact 
that no State Department representative participated in the 
deliberations at Camp David leading to President Nixon's 
"New Economic Policy" of ·August 15, 1971, when the United 
States instituted price controls, suspended dollar convertibility, 
imposed an import surcharge, and adopted a "Buy American" 
tax credit--even though those measures had a direct effect 
upon our f~reign relations. 

The interrelationship between foreign and domestic 
economic policy is perhaps most clearly seen in the Admini~ 
stration's efforts at the coordinated stimulation of the 
world's economies. President Carter's economic recovery 
program is not viewed by the Administration only in domestic 
t~rms. Rather, it is a part of an overall plan in which 
those countries in a strong financial position expand as 
rapidly as they can, consistent with sustained growth and 
control of inflation, thereby stimulating growth in other 
Western economies and in the world as a whole. This inter~ 
relationship between domestic and foreign economic policy 
was brought home by Vice President Mondale's trip to Europe 
and Japan immediately after the Inauguration, in part of 
which I had the privilege of participating. The striking 
feature to me was that the item that received the most 
attention from world leaders was that of domestic economic 
management. 

Another example of President Carter's emphasis on the 
domestic basis of foreign policy is energy. Here our past 
record, quite frankly, has not been good. The United States 
played the leading role in the establishment of the Inter
national Energy Agency, designed to coordinate the policies 
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of oil-consuming countries and provide mutual benefits. 
These efforts, however, were not supplemented by an 
adequate domestic commitment to energy conservation and 
development of new sources, with the result that progress in 
the Agency has been impeded through inaction of its main 
'promoter. The Carter Administration is acutely aware of our 
previous shortcomings in this respect and plans to rectify 
the situation, starting with its new energy policy to be 
announced on April 20. 

2. The foreign policy of the United States must reflect 
fundaiTiei1tal Amen.can values--and therefore must emphasJ.ze 
bas1c human rJ.ghts. 

Our strength as a nation, it seems to me, is rooted 
in the shared philosophy of the nature of man and the 
purpose of government which inspired our Founding Fathers in 
the creation of the Republic 200 years ago. These remarkable 
personalities believed that the state exists to serve the 
needs of the individual, not vice-versa. They asserted 
principles of self-government and hun,an liberty that they 
believed were· the birthright of "all inen" everywhere. 

A significant element in the present mood of the American 
people is the desire to return to these fundamental concepts 
.of liberty and morality that inspired the birth of our 
nation. I believe that Jimmy Carter was elected President 
because the American people see in him the personification 
of that deep desire. 

In our international relations, the real strength 
of America endures only so long as the common people of the 
world see ou~ country as a force for good. As the President 
said in his Inaugural Address: 

"We will not behave in foreign places so as to 
violate our rules and standards here at home, for 
we know that this trust which our nation earns is 
essential to our strength." 

And he added: 

"Because we are free we can never be indifferent 
to the fate of freedom elsewhere. Our moral sense 
d1ctates a clear-cut preference for those societies 
which share with us an abiding respect for individual 
human rights." 

- 5 -
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There is a certain irony in the reaction that the 
President's statements on human rights have caused in the 
Communist world. The Soviet leaders have always had their 
own ideology, have promoted it around the world, and have 
never hesitated -- indeed have never ceased -- to criticize 
what they point to as the evils of Western society. Now 
they complain when we assert our own values :...- our commitment 
to basic human rights. Perhaps they see all too clearly 
that this gives free men everywhere an unassailable platform 
to resist totalitarianism. 

But the fact is that the President's emphasis on human 
rights is not a "cold war" maneuver or a device to attack 
the Soviet Union. It is a return to the very roots of our 
Western civilization, to the ideals of ancient Greece and 
Rome. The best proof is that our human rights concerns are 
being applied not just to dissidents in Eastern Europe but 
to repression in every part of the world. 

As Americans, we do not and cannot complain when other 
peoples of th~ world -- including citizens of the Soviet 
Union -- crit·icize us for our. shortcomings. We admit them, 
we publish them, we make movies about them. But no one 
should feel provoked if we continue to make our own obser
vations regarding conditions that prevail elsewhere. We 
must be what we are, we must reflect our own traditions and 
values. And if this is uncomfortable for others, we can only 
regret this discomfiture and hope that changes eventually 
ensue. 

As the President said, our moral sense dictates for us 
a clearcut preference for truly democratic societies -
those societies that share with us an abiding respect for 
the rights of the individual. We have no desire to dictate 
or to impose our will on others, but we are going to express 
our values and act in accord with our own principles. 

It has been said of our new emphasis on human rights 
that it represents illegal intervention in internal affairs, 

·that it is one-sided and self-serving, that it is rigid and 
unrealistic, that it is unilateral and nationalistic, and 
that it is endangering practical accommodations on arms 
control and other essential measures. 

Quite frankly, I believe that all of these criticisms 
are ill-founded: 

• 
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---The Charter of the United Nations and a host of 
other international agreements (including the Helsinki 
accord), freely entered into by the Soviet'union as 
well as other governments, specify that how a nation 
treats its own people is now a matter of legitimate 
international concern • 

---President Carter has specifically called for a 
review of American policies and practices, including 
those, for example, on freedom to travel in the United 
States, to insure that we are fully.complying with.the 
international standards we apply ~o others . 

• ---we are applying a rule of reason in our human 
rights concerns, emphasizing that a flexible approach 
stressing the human rights impact of u.s. actions is 
better than mandatory· cutoffs of bilateral and multi-
lateral aid. · 

---In applying human rights considerati'ons to bilateral 
relatir·nships we are employing internationally accepted 
human rights stanqards and we are seeking ne\V' measures 
of multilateral implementation in the United Nations 
and regional organizations. 

---Our new emphasis on human rights will not interfere 
with strategic arms control negotiations because in 
these and other urgent matters there is an overriding 
self-interest on both sides in reaching agreement. 

3. The first 
relationships with 
Amer1ca anCl"Japan. 

It was no accident that Vice President Mondale's trip 

the 

~o Europe and Japan took place irrmediately after the inauguration 
and that·the first heads of state that the President met 
were those of Canada and Me~ico. • 

Our relations with these key areas of world influence 
and leadership have first priority in the Administration's 
policy. \ie regard our East-West relations and the North
South dialogue as essential elements of policy that will 
also be actively pursued. Nevertheless, it is upon the well
being of the industrialized democracies that all else depends. 

These industrialized democracies are the vital center 
of the world's economy, technology, military strength, and 
conunitment to freedom. It is from them that the world's 
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leadership must come. If progress is to be made on the 
major global problems facing us, it can only be made through 
the close co~peration of these countries. 

That is why the Carter Administration gives such full 
support to progress in the European Community, to strengthening 
NATO, and to increasing the effectiveness of the OECD • 

The Carter Administration is deeply conscious that 
allied cooperation is also a prerequisite for the pursuit of 
an easing of tensions -- both in global trouble spots and 
with Eastern Europe. President Carter and Secretary Vance 
see continuing consulations with our allies, at all levels, 
as an integral part of our foreign policy. 

We do not want consultations with our allies on our 
various initiatives in SALT, the Middle East, and Southern 
Africa to be simply after-the-fact briefing sessions. They 
must be genuine consultations in which the interests of our 
allies are taken into account i.n the formulation of American 
policies -- and vice-versa. 

The purpose of Vice President Mondale's trip to Europe 
and Japan in the first days of the Administration was to 
convey the President's intention to work closely with our 
friends. Secretary Vance met with the NATO Council on our 
SALT proposals before he went to Moscow. The allies were 
also fully briefed following Secretary Vance's return from 
Moscow. 

Responsible officials who have been engaged in our 
efforts in the Middle East and Southern Africa have periodi
cally met with our allies to discuss our initiatives and to 
invite allied comment. 

In this spirit, the President has announced his 
intention to attend the two important meetings scheduled for 
May -- the London Summit and the Ministerial Meeting of the 
NATO countries. 

These conferences will be a test of·our common resolve 
to accomplish a number of vital tasks: 

~o undertake mutually-reinforcing measures 
toward accelerating growth and slowing inflation~ 

To strengthen our cooperative action in international 
trade and finance; 

- a -
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to respond creatively o~ urgent global problems 
sue~ as ·economic development and nuclear prolif
eration; 

And to strengthen Western defenses in the face 
of the build~:up of Warsaw Pact mili t.ary forces • 

4. U.S. foreign polic~ must seek a detente relationship 
with the Soviet union that lS both more .comprehensive and more 
reciprocal. 

A peaceful, stable, and cooperative relationship with 
the Soviet Union is an essential goal of our foreign policy. 
We seek to restrain military competition between East and 
West, encourage responsible behavior toward crisis areas and 
enlist Soviet cooperation in international efforts to deal 
with global issues. 

Our relations with the Soviet Union have both competitive 
and cooperative elements. We have no illusions that we can 
suddenly eliminate the competitive aspects 6f the relationship 
or transfo~~ the Soviet system. We will try to expand areas 
of cooperation wherever possible, but we will not shrink 
from differing with the Soviet Union when necessary. 

President Carter has called for a detente relationship 
that is both more comprehensive and more reciprocal. 

Detente must be more comprehensive in the sense that it 
cannot be solely a bilateral relationsnip but must involve 
the behavior of both the US and USSR toward the rest of the 
world. There must be basic ground rules limiting Soviet and 
US intervention in third countries. 

The Soviet Union must be persuaded to accept the principle 
that one country can not impose its own social system upon 
another through direct military intervention or through the 
use of a client state's military force -- as with the Cuban 

.military intervention in Angola. 

Moreover, the Soviet Union must be encouraged to play 
its full part in dealing with global problems such as the 
non-proliferation of nuclear weapons, conventional arms 
transfers, and the economic development of developing countries. 

Detente must be more reciprocal in the sense that the 
West must get as much as it gives. If the USSR wants continued 
access to Western food, technology and credits, it should be 
willing to provide an adequate quid pro quo. It must, for 
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example, be willing to play a responsible role in a system 
of international food security, stabilizing its purchases 
and holding stocks of its own rather than disrupting world 
price stability by buying massively when its own crops fall 
short. It must also be willing to provide essential information 
on its harvests, stocks, and food needs • 

. 5. U.S. foreign polic* must be more res~onsive to the 
legitimate aspirations oft e peoplesof theeveloping world • 

Clearly a major issue in,foreign policy today is the economic 
development of the more than lOO countries which are in the 
process of development. And there is the directly related 
problem of the relationship between these developing countries 
and the developed world. This is the heart of the North-
South dialogue. 

This problem cannot simply be measured by comparing per 
capita GNP among countries. The problem is far more complex. 
Indeed, it must take into account the disparity in income 
that exists in many of the developing countries themselves • 
President Carter emphasized this point in his election 
campaign when he said: "We are not interested in taxing the 
poor people in the rich countries for the benefit of the 
rich people in the poor countries." 

What we seek are arrangements which will have a direct 
impact on poverty and productivity in the developing countries. 
The aim of the Carter Administration is to assist the poorest 
people in meeting their basic human needs in such areas as 
food and nutrition; health -- including family planning 
services; education and skills; and productive jobs. 

The policies of the Administration aim to make the poor 
more productive rather than simply supporting them in the 
limbo of welfare programs. This is a ~~ntral theme of our 
economic policies both at home and ab~IJle~t. 

In the· economic development process, the Administration 
believes the international financial institutions must play 
a key role. These institutions have achieved a high level 
of technical competence as well as of freedom from political 
influence. 

President Carter's commitment to international develop
ment is reflected in his recent proposal for a $1.5 billion 
increase in development assistance for the coming year. This 
proposal was politically courageous, since it was taken in 
the face not only of the general lack of enthusiasm for 
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foreign aid -- and the lack of a strong pressure group to 
support it -- but also in the context of v~ry strenuous 
efforts by the Administration·to limit the growth in government 
expenditures. 

· ·aeyond the question of the forms and purposes of foreign 
assistance lie a host of vital issues affecting the developing 
countries which are now under discussion in several multilateral 
institutions. We believe that this North-South dialogue, 
like the East-West dialogue, must be a two-way street. We 
should emphasize those issues where all countries can derive 
benefit. 

While we s·eek to assist thp developing countries,· we 
will also expect them to undertake certain obligations. 
Negotiations on a new inte~national economic order will not 
lead to desired results unless the developing countries move 
toward a new internal economic order that rewards productivity, 
uses capital and human resources effectively, and reduces 
inequalities of opportunity. 

These various efforts to assist the developing 
countries w~ll come to naught if they are not undertaken in 
the context of an open international trading system. We have 
extended duty-free treatment to many products from the 
developing countries, and we have offered substantial trade 
concessions to these countries on goods of primary interest 
to them in the present round of trade negotiations. 

It is essential that the United States, Western Europe 
and Japan all do their fair share to absorb the agricultural 
and manufactured exports of the developing world. In declining 
to adopt the restrictive recomm(~ndations on shoes recently 
put to him by the U.S. International Trade Commission, 
President Carter demonstrated his commitment to maintain an 
essentially liberal trade policy in the face of domestic 
demands for protection. 

6. U.S. fo.r:ei n must focus more on 
_controlling the seeklng genulne d1sarmament. 

There are, in fact, three separate arms races: 

-- the competition in nuclear arsenals between the 
U.S. and the U.S~S.R., 

-- the proliferation of nuclear weapons to those 
r;ou:ltrii:!S that do not no'" have them, and 

-- u,1.~ f.Jow of conven~.ional v'C\l)•ons LO the trouble 
Ppn!~ of the globe . 

• 
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In order to halt the nuclear competition, President 
Carter seeks a more comprehensive and more reciprocal arms 
limitation and reduction agreement with the Soviet Union 
than we now have. SALT I was a useful step and opened the 
door to further cooperation between the two countries in 
arms control. But the Vladivostok· acc.ord "".set:Z.numerical 
ceilings that were much too high -- 2,400 strategic delivery 
vehicles, of which 1,320 could be MIRVed -- and set no 

.meaningful limits on qualitative improvements . 

Vladivostok, to be frank, was just a framework for 
continued arms competition. By build~ng up to its ceilings 
and continuing to substitute new, more dangerous and more 
destructive weapons for old ones, we and the Soviet Union 
could spend a total of $500 billion on additional armaments 
between now and the year 2000 and both end up less secure 
than we are now. Needless to say, both countries would·be 
better off spending that money on pressing domestic and 
international human needs. 

Our proposals in Moscow were designed to accomplish 
two basic purposes: 

-- to give both sides the ?Olitical and the ~trategic 
parity to .which each of them is entitled, and 

-- to seek an agreement which would provide to 
both sides political and strategic stability. 

We are trying to move toward genuine disarmament. 
We want to achieve a stable balance of strategic forces at 
the lowest possible level. We therefore proposed a com
prehensive disarmament agreement, reducing delivery vehiclef 
on both sides to 1,800-2,000 and MIRVed vehicles to 1,100-
1,200, with significant limitations on the development of 
new weapons systems. 

As you know, SALT I expires in October. Secretary 
Vance's trip to Moscow was the opening move in negotiations 
to reach a second SALT accord which we expect to accomplish 
before the deadline. We believe the Soviet Union will 
gradually come to accept the comprehensive approach to arms 
reduction as a basis for negotiations in the same way that 
Brezhnev eventually accepted the ban on defensive missiles 
proposed to him in 1968. 

Nhile this is our primary objective, we also indicated 
to the Soviet Union that if it could not accept a comprehensive 
accord inwediately we would be willing to accept an agree-

- 12 -
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ment on the basis of the Vladivostok accord, leaving to 
one side the disputed questions of the Backfire bomber and 
the cruise missile. 

Because our nuclear arms proposal had clear political 
as well as strategic goals in view, it was accompanied by a 
series of other proposals qesigned to place the American
Soviet relationship on a more stable basis.· These included: 

a comprehensive ban on nu~lear testing; 

the desirability of achieving mutual restraint 
in regard to our ~espective military presence in 
the Indian Oce~n; 

mutual restraint on conventional arms transfers 
to third parties; 

controls on anti-satellite capabilities; and 

meetings on ~on-proliferation • 
. 

In my view, it is· clearly wrong to reg~rd the Moscow 
hegotiatioris as· a fail.ur~. What w·e are trying to achieve is 
vitally important and very ambitious. The negotiations wi11 
continue. Cautiot\s optiini~m· is in order because both sides 
have a clear interest in a successful outcome • 

The danger to world peace.from the second arms race, 
i.e., the spread of nuclear weapons, is no less serious than 
that stemming from the US-USSR nuclear weapons competition. 
The more countries that possess nuclear weapons, the greater 
is the risk that nuclear warfare might erupt in local.conflicts 
which could trigger a major nuclear war. 

The Non-Proliferation Treaty was an important move 
toward containing the diffusion of atomic weapons, but we 
must go further. The international community needs to take 
measures to limit, not just the spread of nuclear weapons, 
but the spread of nuclear weapons capabilities. 

The United Stat~s is particularly concerned about the 
spread of sensitive technologies which entail direct access 
to plutonium, highly enriched uranium or other weapons grade 
material. By 1990, the developing nations alone will 
produce enough plutonium in their reactors to buld 3,000 
Hiroshima-size bombs a year. 

' - 13 -
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It is absolutely essential, in the opinion of the 
Carter Administration, to halt the export of enrichment and 

·reprocessing plants, which represent a world-wide security 
risk. Unlike nuclear reactors, such sensitive nuclear 
facilities provide nations with direct access to nuclear 
weapons material. They also represent a target of opportunity 
for criminals and terrorist groups . 

On the other hand, the President recognizes that the 
energy needs of the non-nuclear we~pons states must be 
taken into account. We will therefore seek new international 
arrangements to limit the spread of weapons-grade material 
while making peaceful nuclear power benefits available to 
the non-nuclear weapons states under an international 
safeguard system. 

Specifically, the President has recently decided that: 

-- We will defer indefinitely the commercial 
re~rocessing and recycling of plutonium in the 
United States. The plant at Barnwell, South 
Carolina, will receive neither Federal encourage
ment nor funding for its completion as a repro
cessing facility. 

-- We will restructure the U.S. breeder reactor 
program to give greater priority to alternative, 
less dangerous designs of the breeder (for example, 
the thorium breeder instead of the plutonium 
breeder) and we will defer the date when breeder 
reactors will be put into commercial use • 

-- We will redirect funding of u.s. nuclear research 
to accelerate our research into alternative nuclear 
fuel cycles which do not involve direct access to 
materials usable in nuclear weapons. 

-- We will increase UoS. production capacity for 
enriched uranium to provide adequate and timely 
supply of nuclear fuels for domestic and foreign 
needs. 

-- We will propose the necessary legislative steps 
to permit the u.s. to offer nuclear fuel supply 
contracts and guarantee delivery of such nuclear 
fuel to other countries. 

-- We will continue to embargo the export of 
equipment or technology that would permit uranium 
enrichment and plutonium processing. 

- 14 -
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-- We will explore new measures of international 
cooperation, including international study of 
safer, alternati~~~nuclear fuel cycles, as well as 
international agreements to assure guaranteed 
access to nuclear fuel supplies and spent fuel 
storage facilities. 

Our pur,pose in this program is not to gain commercial 
·advantages or to disrupt the efforts of our friends and 
allies to deal effectively with their energy problems. Our 
purpose is rather to prevent additional countries from 
gaining access to weapons-grade material while assuring that 
all countries are given an opportunity to meet their energy 
needs. 

In considering the third arms race -- the transfer 6f 
conventional arms throughout the world -- we Americans must 
first recognize our own responsibilities. Between 1968 and 
1975 U.S. arms transfers rose from $1 billion to over $11 
billion per year. We are now the largest seller of arms in 
the world. Obviously continued military support to our 
allies is necessary. Some arms sales to certain friendly 
countries cannot be precluded without damage to our relationF 
with these countries and to our non-proliferation objectives. 
But excessive military transfers to third world countries 
fuel regional arms races and divert essential resources from 
urgent development needs. 

There is another aspect to the conventional arms race 
that presents serious threats to international security. 
Many of these v.·eapons combine simple operation, easy mobility 
and high destructive capability. Their proliferation increases 
the likelihood that they will fall into the hands of terrorists. 
There they bring a new dimension of instability and menace , 
to private and public security that no civilized society is 
prepared to accept. 

To implement new restraints in US arms sales, the 
President has established the policy that each transfer will 
be undertaken only when it clearly promotes u.s. national 
security. We will not make arms sales ·solely for commercial 
or balance of payments reasons. 

The President recognizes, however, that unilateral 
restraint on our part will not solve the problem and we will 
be talking to the Soviet Union, as .I noted earlier, and our 
allies to seek a common approach to the reduction of conven
tional arms transfers . . 

' - 15 -
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7. U.S. foreign pol ic.>.:: should empha:3 i ze the building of 
international institutions needed for the solu·c~on ot global 
problell\s. 

Today, more than ever, it is clear that the national 
security of countries requires stronger international agencies 
to perform vital functions that no nation can perform alone-
conducting international peacemaking and peacekeeping missions, 
promoting international trade and investment programs, 
protecting the global environment, assuring a rule of law 
for the oceans, implementing world-wide human rights standards 
and combatting international terrorism~ · 

In none of these areas has the United Nations lived up 
to all our expectations, and in some of them it has performed 
poorly. But in some it has clearly helped to make the world 
a better place. And ~et us remember that the UN can only do 
what its members want it to do--its frustrations mirror the 
frustrations of a badly divided world. 

In recent years the United States and many of our 
allies in the develope_d \vOrld have had ambivalent feelings 
toward the United Nations. Certainly few advanced industrial 
democracies have made the strengthening of global institutions 
an important element of th~i~ foreign. policies • 

. I 

President Carter believes the time has come to change 
this state of affairs. It is no accident that he has made 

_his Ambassador to the UN an important part of the foreign 
policy-makiBg process or that his first foreign policy 
address was ma~e before the United Nations. 

During his primary campaign Presiae~t Carter promised 
to supplement "balance of power politics" with "world order 
politics." This means taking such measures as the following: 

---Trying to end the past diplomatic isolation of 
the United St.at.es in multilateral forums by 
consulting more closely with friendly nations. 

-- Relating bilateral diplomacy more closely to 
multilateral diplomacy so that other countries 
will know the importance the United States attaches 
to their behavior in the UN and other international 
agencies. 

- 16 -
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-- Working harder to take positions of principle 
and comply with our legal obligations (e.g., 
President Carter pressed successfully for repeal 
of the Byrd Amendment which had put us in violation 
of the Security Council's embar.go on trade with 
Rhodesia). · 

.-- Joining with others to reform anq restructure 
the United Nations system so that it can serve its 
members,more effectively. 

Having served as the u.s. member of the Group of Experts 
on UN Restructuring appointed by Secretary-General Waldheim 
I confess to having a particular interest in this last 
point. One central aspect of UN reform should be greater 
emphasis on consultative procedures to encourage consensus 
rather than meaningless voting on contested issues. 

I have attempted to summarize seven elements of special 
emphasis in the foreign policy of President Carter. But, 
you may ask, is there some unifying theme that explains the 
empbasis on these seven elements and that distinguishes the 
Carter Administration's foreign policy from that of its 
predecessors[ 

I believe that there is such a theme--and that it can 
be defined as a special concern for the interests of future 
generations • 

The political leaders of all nations, whether they 
work within four to seven year election cycles or five year 
plans, are under enormous pressures to deliver short-term 
benefits to their peoples while passing on the costs to 
future generations. But as all our countries have learned, 
shortsighted policies today can lead to insuperable problems 
tomorrow. Many of our difficulties today stem from yesterday's 
errors and omissions. 

It is understandable that a political leader should try 
to avoid addressing hard problems and pass these on to his 
successors. It is always more difficult to deal with a 
problem than to shove it under the rug. But for most of the 
vital issues facing our countries today, there is no room 
left under the rug. 

Obviously no political leader can be expected to disregard 
the claims of the present in favour of those of the future, 
but there must be a reasonable balance of intergenerational 
responsibility. 

- 17 -
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The lead times between action and result are now so 
long--the future consequences of current mistakes are now so 
great--that responsible leaders must take decisions within a 
framework of planning for te~, twenty or even thirty years. 

Whether we like it or not, the world of the twenty
first century in which our children and our children's 
children Will li~e is being shaped irrevocably by what we do 
or fail to do today •. This is true whether the issue is 
"domestic" (the crisis of the cities, the environment, 
public education) ·or 11 international" (the arms race, world 
economic development, the energy crisis, or the strengthening 
of international institutions). 

It is this desire to balance the legitimate claims of 
the future with those of the present, in my view, that helps 
explain President Carter's special emphasis on the seven 
themes I have discussed with you today. Some of these 
themes, to be sure, may complicate our relations with other 
governments. Our stress on human rights and non-proliferation 
of dangerous nuclear technology may have already done so. 

But I would remind you that the aim of foreign policy 
is not to minimize disagreement with other governments at 
any cost. The fundamental aim, as PrGsident Carter has 
emphasized, is to build a world "more responsive to human 
aspirations." This means, at a minim~m, a world of peace 
and security, of justice and human rights, of economic and 
socinl progress. 

Such a world will not be achiev~d by traditional methods, 
·which have brought us into the grave difficulties in which 
we find ourselves today. The hour is now too late for 
politics as usual, for business as usual~ or for diplomacy 
as usual. As President Carter said during his campaign, an 
alliance for survival is now required, transcending regions 
and ideologies, if we are to assure mankind a safe passage 
to the twent~-first century. 

Two hundred years ago the American founding fathers 
spoke in our Declaration of Independence of "a decent respect 
to the opinions of mankind." President Carter now adds 
another dimension to that moral imperative--a decent respect 
for the interests of future generations. 
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In suggesting this theme to you t.oday, I do not imply 
any claim to American moral superiority. ~~at I do imply is 
that the United States, favored by history and nature with a 
greater ability than most countries to take the long view, 
does have a special responsibility. 

In any event, I do believe the unifying theme I have 
identified explains much of what President Carter has done 
in his first ninety days. It is a theme that is not unworthy 
of our country as it embarks upon the third century of its 
history. 

t - 19 -
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• Replacement for Minetti ... 

If you decide not to give Minetti an extension, then we 

will have an additional vacancy on the CAB. It is important 

that you and the new chairman have a working majority on the 

Board who will support the CAB's new role. 

Recommendation: I would like to recommend that you consider 

Don Tucker of Florida for membership for these reasons: 

1) Don Tucker is an experienced lawyer and politician 

and would be a good Board member. He was a strong 

and effective Speaker of the House, and many of 

these same skills will be useful on the CAB. 

2) Regional representation. The South has not been 

represented on the Board for over two decades. 

This is probably one of the reasons that Southerners 

today have to fly to New York or Chicago to get 

a direct flight overseas. 



"'> 

3)Politically it will help us in Florida. The 

few Florida appointments that we have made 

have been from Southern Florida (Dick Pettigrew, 

Alfredo Duran 1 etc.) or persons who were not 

early Carter supporters (Askew as Chair of Am-

bassadors Commission). Don represents well 

the rural area of Northern Florida that was 

so important to us in the general election. 

As you well remember, Don publicly supported 

• us when people were still laughing at your cand-

idacy. He gave your candidacy a certain cred-

ibility with elected officials and in the rural 

areas. He blocked Askew's efforts to delay the 

Florida primary which would have undermined 

our strategy. 

Reubin Askew told me recently that Don had been sick in 

the Fall (may have had a mild stroke) and that it had had 

a sobering affect on him. He said that Don had begun to 

think seriously about his life and future and that his 



• 
decision to leave the legislature and seek a position 

with the Administration was a very serious one. 

Don has expressed a strong interest in being Chairman. 

I don't think that he has the necessary regulatory and 

economic experience to be Chair, but believe that he 

would certainly be a good member. The new Chair will 

need strong and reliable support as he takes the CAB 

in this new direction. 

Comments and biographical information on Tucker follows. 
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DON TUCKER (41, Tallahassee, Florida) 

Speaker of the Florida House of Representatives, 1974-7"8 
(first Speaker to succeed himself since 1915); Vice-Chairman, 
Council of State Governments - Southern Region, 1976-77; 
Practicing attorney, 1962 - present; attended Brigham Young 
University, University of Utah and received J.D. degree at 
University of Florida, 1962. 

Comments: 

Governor Reubin Askew: "Oon is a good man, very competent. 
He has been a strong and effective leader of the House. He 
was elected for a second term which is unusual. Don worked 
hard for the President •.. carne out early and worked long 
and hard. Personally I think very well of him and would hope 
that the President would see fit to appoint him to the CAB." 

Charles Kirbo: "Don is an honest man, terribly frank, and 
a good and decent public servant. He is a man who is 
fearless, courageous and very outspo~en which sometimes 
causes him to get some ciriticism. He is of fine character. 
He would be a good appointment to the CAB." 

Dick Pettigrew: "Don Tucker has been a very strong and 
effective Speaker. We have not always agreed politically, 
but I respect him as a person and as a politician. I ~ould 
recommend him for service in the Administration without 
reservation." 

Mike Abrams, Dade County Democratic Chairman: "Tucker and I 
don't get along. We are political foes. Everything I say 
must be put in that context. Tucker was a very early, early 
Carter supporter, and this shouldn't be forgotten. He is a 
good politician and has been an effective Speaker. He's 
competent and would be loyal to the President. His style 
is close to 'redneck' politician, but ideologically, he's a 
moderate. I favor Sylvan Meyer over Don Tucker for.CAB." 
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Na.:::1e: Don.=.ld L .. Tucker 
.· . ., 

: ::· _- -:·· 
Address: 2520 North Nonroe Street# Tallahassee .. Flo::-ida 

.. 32303 
(904) 385~8149- .Office· 385-7043-.. ·. . .. HoTI::e 

·-·· -~ . --·- .;: :.-. :-. . ...... _ 

·. :·=.::····. Telepho·n~:,. 
. ::: ~~:>-::]: :_ . :.·. : 

· . . ::-:~·, · Born: ... 
-~- :·-.:~~~ -: __ .· .. . r . ·.'. 

t' · ·July _23, 1935·.,. Tallahassee .. Florida . -.. 
~·-:'-1~-2. Ymrit.al· Status: 
:_::.: ... :.:.·~·: . · .... \ . . . . 

::~·-}: :·. Child~en: . 
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Joe, Age 13 years . 
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Church:· : Church· .of Jesus Christ· of Latter Day Saints. 
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:. · .. · USA. Former President, West Florida District. 
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· _·. ~. Uni~ersity of Utah -. 
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, :~:~~·.{;:~ Tallahaassee Bar Association. 
. "-'~-,~··:: .. Florida Bar Association · · 

, ~~::;;_.;:-.-American Bar Association 
<:..'.~~:~\-:American ·Judicature Society 
:}.~:-::~~:··.Admitted to Practice: Public Service·.coi!Ilil.ission 
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:! ... ~ :.~- :·;· ... _ ·.· 
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.. ·Practicing .Attorney 1962 ·to present. I have had broc.d experienc~ 
in personal injury,. corporate la~r, and administrative/regulatory la:::·;. 
I. have also served in the follm·ring positions: 

•• 
County Atto-rney 
County Prosecutor 
City Attorney . 
Scho·ol Board Attqrney 
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Governor.of Florida Boys State. Chairman of Florida Youth Safety 
Council .. Jaycee Atvard» "Outstanding Young Hen in America, 1966." 
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I would like to interview Tucker. ----------------
! want other candidates. ----------------
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

May 3, 1977 -----
MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT 

J
,.-. 

FROM: JIM FALLOWS l a.;._ 

SUBJECT: ~ ASNE Phone Call~ 

All of us have tried to think of subjects for you to 
discuss. We have some, but I want to introduce them with 
three warnings: 

* if you discuss, say, your energy program, you 
have to avoid the feeling that you are openly trying to 
sell it to them, since that will offend their sense of 
independence. 

* if you suggest other tasks they could perform, you 
must also be careful of implying that they have "duties," 
since the essence of a free press is that they can publish 
even if they're irresponsible. 

* if you say what they want to hear--that you value them 
as independent critics--you must take care not to sound like 
Uriah Heep. It might be better to do what you did so effect
ively at the Women's Political Caucus--speaking to an "interest 
group" about subjects which transcend their particular interest. 

With that in mind, here are our suggestions: 

(1) There will be exceptions to this--primarily in the 
field of national security--but I generally intend t• conduct 
my presidency on a simple principle. 

It is one which guided me as Governor of Georgia as well. 

It is, "If you don't want to see it in the papers, don't 
do it." 

If this rule had been followed in the past, our nation would 
have been spared many of the shocks and disappointments of 
recent. years. 
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(2) Too often, we who are in government look on the press 
as an enemy. We react defensively when you uncover cases 
of corruption, indifference, inefficiency or waste in the 
programs we manage. 

This is a mistake. We should look on the press as valuable 
allies in helping us find out shortcomings that we should be 
aware of. 

The press could actually be more aggressive in this area. 
It's hard for Presidents, Congressmen, and everyone else 
in government to avoid the temptation to keep looking toward 
new programs, and to forget about those already set up. It is 
harder to find out what is really working--or not working--
in Kansas or California or Maine than to think up a new 
legislative concept. Newspapers are a vital element in 
providing that information and making the whole complex 
system work. 

(3) At the same time, you are concerned about a trend-
in the nation and in the press--for everyone to "discover" 
a new problem at the same time, get excited about it for 
a while, and then move on to something new. The government 
bears its share of the blame for launching new programs and 
often neglecting to see how they turn out. But you've often 
said that there are very few things that ordinary people can't 
understand if they are explained thoroughly. That's a responsi
bility that you and the press share. 

(4) We've become far more "interdependent," as a nation and 
as a world. What happens to the weather in Florida and 
California and Brazil and Russia affects what we eat and 
what we pay for it. Pollution, energy, and the prospects 
of war or peace link all of our lives together. This com
plexity makes it all the more important for the government 
to get constant reaction to its plans. You need results more 
quickly--and the press is the best way of finding out what 
is going on. 

(5) Criticism is hard to take--as hard for me as for anyone 
else. Sometimes I over-react to it, even though I try not to. 
This is normal. 

But I generally find, when I sit down and think about the 
criticism later, when the sting perhaps isn't so fresh, that 
I have learned something from it. 

So I wouldn't be human if I said I enjoyed some of your more 
critical attentions. But I wouldn't be truthful if I said 
they haven't sometimes helped me. 
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(6) I do not think we need legislation comparable to 
Great Britain's Official Secrets Act. It is better to risk 
occasional embarrassment at your hands than to limit the 
First Amendment. We are strongly backing overhaul in the 
federal criminal code sponsored this week by Senators McClellan 
and Kennedy. Their bill leaves intact the First Amendment, 
and avoids many of the questionable provisions of S.l, the 
previous omnibus crime bill. This issue is of tremendous 
importance to each of you, and I hope you'll be able to take 
the time to familiarize yourselves with the McClellan-
Kennedy bill and give it your support. 

(7) You realize that your relationship is one with built-in 
thorns--they criticize, and it's good for you. But the other 
side of the relationship is that you will constantly keep 
trying to explain your programs and ideas. To mention a few: 

-- human rights (which is of course connected with 
freedom of the press; as Jody said, we look forward to the 
time when all people enjoy the right to criticize) 

the summit 

SALT 

energy 

government reorganization--for example, airline 
deregulation, since most of them probably came there on planes. 
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MEMORANDUM FOR: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

CONFIDENTIAL 

THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

May 3, 1977 

THE PRESIDENT 

STU EIZENSTAT ~ 
LYNN DAFT ~ 

US - PRC Trade Development 

Carroll Brunthaver, Vice President of Cook Industries, 
notified us this morning that their firm has completed 
arrangements for a large sale of cotton to the Peoples 
Republic of China .•• about 50,000 bales. Since 
this is the first large sale of an American agricul
tural commodity to the PRC in about 3 years, it could 
represent a significant breakthrough in our trade 
relations with that country. The sale was made at a 
competitive world market price. It will not be made 
public until Thursday. 

cc: The Vice President 
Zbigniew Brzezinski 

for Preservation Purposes 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

May 3, 1977 

J ody Powell -

For your information the attached 
letter was sent to Miss Hart 
today. 

Rick Hutcheson 

Re: Campaign Tapes 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON ~· 
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~ 

MONDALE 
COSTANZA 
EIZENSTAT 
JORDAN 
LIPSHUTZ 
MOORE 
POWELL 
WATSON 

FOR STAFFING 
FOR INFORMATION 

EXECUTIVE ORDER 
Comments due to 
Carp/Euron within 
48 hours; due to 
Staff Secretary 
next day 

FROM PRESIDENT'S OUTBOX 
LOG INLTO PRESIDENT TODAY 
IMMEDIATE TURNAROUND 

ARAGON 
BOURNE 
BRZEZINSKI 



THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

May 3, 1977 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRES~D~T 

FROM: Jody Powel~ 
SUBJECT: Requesting release of campaign tapes 

from Georgia Archives 

The audio tapes of your public appearances made 
during the campaign are now at the Department of 
Archives and History in Atlanta. We need to obtain 
their release so they can be shipped here. We need 
to transcribe them for our records. Carrol Hart, 
Director of the Department, will release them only 
on your personal request. 

I hope you will sign the attached letter. After we 
have obtained the tapes and they are transcribed, 
I will be sure that they are safeguarded. 

Attachment 



THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

May 3, 1977 

To Carrol Hart 

Please release those tapes of my 1975 
Presidential campaign which are in your 
possession to Noel Sterrett. 

Thank you for safeguarding these records. 

Miss Carrol Hart 
Director of the Department of 
Archives and History 
330 Capitol Avenue, S.E. 
Atlanta, Georgia 30334 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

May 3, 1977 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT 
r.. 

FROM: JIM FALLOWS J~ 

SUBJECT: NATO Speech 

This is our final draft of the speech to the spring session of 
the North Atlantic Council. Rick Hertzberg of my staff worked 
with NSC staff people on it. 

Electrostatlo Copy Made 
for Prese~Vat~on Purposes 
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NATO Draft 
May 3, 1977 
1 p.m. 

Introduction 

Mr. President, Mr. Secretary General, Excellencies, 

.and Members of the Council: 

We meet at an important time in the development of 

the industrial world. The international institutions on 

which our countries rely have served us well. They can 

continue to do so only if·we strengthen and adapt them 

to meet the realities of the future. 

Here in tondon last week, the leaders of seven 

nations pledged to join others in strengthening these 

institutions in the economic field. 

Today and tomorrow, this Council will discuss 

how to adapt the North Atlantic Alliance to meet the 

military and political challenges of the 1980s. 

Taken together, these meetings should give new 

impetus to relations among our industrial democracies. 

They could mark the beginning of a renewed common effort 

toward meeting common needs. 

The United States Commitment to Europe 

At the center of this effort must be strong ties 

between Europe and North America. In maintaining and 

strengthening these ties, my Administration will be 

guided by certain principles. Simply stated, 
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We will continue to make the Alliance the 

heart of our policy. 

We will remain a reliable and faithful ally. 

We will join with you to strengthen the 

Alliance -- politically, economically, and militarily. 

We will ask for and listen to the advice of 

our Allies. And we will give our views in return, 

candidly and as friends. 

In all this, we will be working with old and 

trusted friends to strengthen peace. 

This effort rests on a strong foundation. The 

state of the Alliance is good. Its basic purpose and 

its fundamental polic~es are valid. We derive added 

strength, and new pride, from the fact that all fifteen 

of our member countries are now democracies. NATO is 

a pact for peace -- and a pact for freedom. 

The Alliance is even stronger because it is a 

partnership between North America and European 

countries that have made solid progress toward 

Western European unification. Twenty years after 

the Rome Treaties, the European Community plays an 

expanding role in world affairs. We welcome this 

growth in its role. We will work closely with the 

Community. An increasingly united.Europe is 

indispensable to fulfillment of the goals we pursue 

as allies. 
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Political 

In the aftermath of World War II, the political 

imperatives were clear. Our task was to build the 

strength of the West and to deter Soviet aggression. 

In the years since then, East-West relations have become 

far more complex. Managing them requires patience and 

skill. 

Soviet power is growing steadily. At the same time, 

the Soviet Union faces internal problems -- some of them 

unique, others common to industrial societies. As the 

power at their disposal grows, the leaders of the Soviet 

Union may be tempted to use it to exert new international 

pressures. Or they may seek a further relaxation of 

tensions, the better to concentrate their resources on 

solving their internal problems. 

In these circumstances, our job is to remain firm 

politically and strong militarily, while holding out to 

the Soviet leaders every possibility for agreements. 

Our approach to East-West relations must be guided 

both by a humane vision and by a sense of history. Our 

humane vision leads us to seek broad cooperation with 

Communist states for the good of mankind; our sense of 

history teaches us that the Soviet Union and ourselves 

\vill continue to compete. Over time, if we manage this 

dual relationship properly, we can hope that cooperation 

will eventually overshadow competition, and that an 

increasingly stable relation between our countries and 

the Soviet Union will result. 
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My country is now discussing with the Soviet Union 

how to work together in controlling strategic arms. We 

have made two proposals to Soviet leaders. We would 

prefer to reduce substantially levels of strategic nuclear 

weapons, to freeze the development of new land-based 

intercontinental missiles, and in this context to place 

restraints on strategic range cruise missiles. However, 

we are also prepared to confirm agreed elements of the 

Vladivostok understandings by stabilizing equal strategic 

force levels, while deferring to SALT III the issues of 

cruise missiles and the Backfire bomber. 

Either approach, we believe, would enhance the 

security of both this Alliance and the Soviet Union. 

Either would strengthen stable deterrence. And, after 

either agreement, we could negotiate still further 

restraints, to preserve that security and stability in 

the face of advancing technology. By involving the 

Soviet Union in a continuing effort to control strategic 

arms, we hope not only to reduce the risks and costs of 

continuing competition in strategic arms but also to 

promote broader kinds of cooperation between our 

countries. 

The Soviet Union has not accepted either approach. 

But it has made clear that it wants an agreement; 

negotiations continue in Geneva anc at the political 

level. We will persevere in seeking a genuine end to 

the arms race. And as we pursue this goal, we will 

continue to consult with you fully -- not only to keep you 
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informed but also to seek your views. 

I hope that our countries can also reach agree-

ment with the Soviet Union in limiting and reducing con-

ventional forces. NATO has made serious proposals for the 

mutual and balanced reduction of forces in Central Europe. 

My country strongly supports the efforts of the Alliance to 

gain an accord that would be in the interest of all countries 

concerned -- an accord based on parity in force levels and 

an overall ceiling for the forces of NATO and the ~'Varsaw Pact. 

As we pursue arms control with the Soviet Union and 

the Warsaw Pact, we should also try· to draw the nations of 

Eastern Europe into cooperative undertakings. Our aim 

is not to turn this region against the Soviet Union, but 

rather to mitigate the division of Europe and enlarge 

the opportunities for Eastern European countries to work 

with us in meeting the challenges of modern society. 

Next month, delegates of 35 countries will confer 

in Belgrade to plan for a meeting to review progress since 

the Helsinki Final Act. The United States shares with you 

a desire to make this a useful and constructive meeting. 

The Allies have worked closely together on these matters 

and we are anxious to continue to do so. The NATO 

countries have an excellent record; we have recently taken 

a number of initiatives in the spirit of Helsinki. We 

support a careful review of progress by all countries in . --
implementing all parts of the Final Act. We approach these 

meetings in a spirit of cooperation, not of confrontation. 
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We expect to see good faith in carrying out the Helsinki 

commitments; we seek positive results, not acrimony. 

We are prepared to work patiently and steadfastly toward 

achieving the Helsinki goals. 

America's concern for human rights does not reflect 

a desire to impose our particular political or social 

arrangements on any other country. It is, rather, an 

expression of the most deeply felt values of the American 

people. They believe -- along with the people of your 

countries and of many other countries as well -- in the right 

of each person to be free from such intrusions on physical 

integrity as torture and arbitrary imprisonment; in the 

right of each person to freedom of conscience, freedom of 

expression, freedom of movement, and an inner life of his 

or her own choosing; and in the right of each person to a 

basic standard of food, shelter, health care, and education. 

We entertain no illusion that the concerns we express and 

the actions we take will bring rapid changes in the 

policies of other governments. But neither do we believe 

that world opinion is without effect. We will continue 

to express our beliefs and to shape our policies to 

reflect them -- not only because we must remain true to 

ourselves, but also because we believe that the building 

of a better world rests on each nation's clear expression 

of the values that have given meaning to its national life. 

There are other tasks before the members of this 

Alliance. 
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Our countries and indeed all nations would be 

threatened by the continued spread of nuclear weapons 

around the world. I hope we can join in international 

efforts that will enable all nations to meet their needs 

for nuclear energy without increasing the risk of nuclear 

proliferation. 

Our countries share a responsibility with 

others to help reduce transfers of conventional arms, 

and to work for settlement of regional disputes. The 

United States has begun to control the spread of conven

tional arms; but any effective program must be cooperative 

including both supplier and purchaser nations. 

All our countries are deeply affected by 

continued conflict in the Middle East. The United States 

is committed to peace in that region, and will support 

the efforts of nations there to turn from conflict 

to a comprehensive settlement that would bring final 

peace. Your countries' efforts and our can reinforce 

each other. 

Together, our countries share a desire to 

see the people of Africa shape their own destinies, free 

from racism, secure in their independent nationhood, and 

firmly on the road to economic development. To these 

ends, we welcome the actions of our allies in helping 

African countries maintain their integrity and indepen

dence. 

r 
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And together our countries share a responsibility 

to work with other nations in assisting growth throughout 

the developing world. All of us now recognize that our own 

future is bound up with that of the world's poor people, and 

that the tasks of building the peace and creating a more just 

and humane world are one and inseparable. All countries, 

industrial and developing alike, have a role to play in 

these tasks; their varied efforts should be concerted. The 

concept of a world development program may provide a helpful 

framework in which this can be done. 

If our countries move toward these two broad objectives 

peace and economic development -- in the developing world 

there will be fewer opport-nities foroutside interventions. 

The future of peoples in developing countries should lie 

in their own hands; it should not be shaped by an extension 

of East-West competition to the Third World. I hope that 

the Soviet Union will join other countries in using its 

influence to help bring peace to troubled regions and 

in providing aid to poor countries. Our countries 

should welcome its cooperation, as we resist its inter-

vention. 

In all these political tasks, close consultation 

within the Alliance is the key to success. The North 

Atlantic Council provides the forum for that consultation. 

We do not need new institutions, only to make better 

use of one that has served us so well. To this end: 
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Our countries should continue to consult in 

the Council about all matters that involve the Alliance's 

common interest. I pledge that the United States will 

share with the Council our views and intentions about the 

full range of issues affecting the Alliance. 

The Council should examine long-range prospects 

and problems, so as to make this consultation more 

effective. A special Alliance review of East-West 

relations, undertaken by the Council and drawing in 

national experts, could serve this end. Such a review 

might assess future trends in the Soviet Union, in 

Eastern Europe, and in East-West relations, and analyze 

the implications of these trends for the Alliance. The 

United States is prepared to make a major contribution 

to this study, whose conclusions could be considered 

at the May 1978 NATO meeting. 

Defense 

Achieving our political goals depends on a 

credible defense and deterrent. The United States 

supports the existing NATO strategy of flexible response 

and forward defense. My country will continue to provide 

powerful forces to help carry it out. We will maintain 

an effective strategic deterrent ~- to deny any 

military or political advantage to the Soviet Union; 

we will keep diverse and modern nuclear forces in 

Europe; and we will maintain and improve conventional 
r 
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forces based here. United States military forces in Europe are 

an essential element of Western security, and we will not reduce 

them unilaterally. 

The threat facing the Alliance has grown steadily in recent 

years. The Soviet Union has achieved essential strategic 

nuclear equivalence; its nuclear force.s ·have been strengthened; 

its conventional forces emphasize an offensive posture. The 

pace of its build-up continues undiminished. 

The collective deterrent strength of our Alliance is still 

effective. But it will remain so only if we work to improve 

it. The United States is prepared to make a major effort to 

this end -- as Vice President Mondale told you in January 

in the expectation that our Allies will do the same. 

There have:been real increases in allied defense spending. 

But difficult economic conditions set practical limits. We 

need to use limited resources wisely, particularly in strengthening 

conventional forces. To this end: 

We must combine, coordinate, and concert our national 

programs more effectively. 

We must find better ways to bring new technology into 

our armed forces. 

We must give higher priority to increasing the 

readiness of these forces. 

To fulfill these goals, I hope that our Defense Ministers 

will, when they meet next week, begin developing a long-term 

' 
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defense program to strengthan NATO deterrence and defense in 

the 1980's. That program should address choices and order 

priorities. It should emphasize greater Alliance cooperation 

to ensure that our combined resources are used most effectively. 

It should take full advantage of work already·done in NATO to 

define common problems; and it should begin to solve them. 

But plans are not enough. We muit'ensure that our 

Alliance has an adequate system for setting overall goals in 

defenie, for measuring national performance against these goals, 

and for devising and carrying out joint programs. I propose 

that our Defense Ministers, working closely with the Secretary 

General, consider how best to strengthen the Alliance's machinery 

so that agreed programs can actually pe fulfilled. 

After an interim report to the December 1977 NATO meeting, 

I hope that the Defense Ministers will submit their program to 

the Spring NATO meeting, which might be held at the Summit to 

review their recommendations. 

As we strengthen NATO forces, we should also improve 

cooperation in development, production, and procurement of 

Alliance defense equipment. The Alliance should not be 

weakened militarily by waste and overlapping. Nor should it 

be weakend politically by disputes over where to buy defense 

equipment.· 

Progress will not be easy. In each of our countries, 

economic and political factors pose serious obstacles. None 

of our countries, my own included,- has been free from fault. 

!' 
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A major effort is needed -- to eliminate waste and duplication 

between national programs; to provide each of our countries 

an opportunity to develop, produce, and sell competitive defense 

equipment; and to maintain technological excellence in all 

Allied combat forces. To reach these goals, our countries will 

need to do three things: 

First, the United States must be ~illing to promote a 

genuinely two-way trans-Atlantic trade in defense equipment. 

My Administration's decisions about the development, production, 

and procurement of defense equipment will be taken with careful 

attention to the interests of all members of the Alliance. I 

have instructed the Secretary of Defense to examine whether 

increased opportunities can be found for buying European 

defense equipment which would contribute to more efficient use 

of Allied resources. I will work with the Congress of the 

·United States in reviewing legislation and regulatory practices 

to achieve this end. 

Second, I hope the European allies will continue to 

increase cooperation among themselves in defense production. 

I welcome the initiative taken by several of your countries in 

the European Program Group. A common European defense production 

effort would help to achieve economies of scale beyond the reach 

of national programs. A strengthened defense production base in 

Europe would enlarge the opportunities for two-way transatlantic 

traffic in defense equipment, whiJe adding to the overall 

capabilities of the Alliance. 
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Third, I hope that European members of the Alliance on 

the one hand, and the North American members on the other, 

will join in exploring ways to improve cooperation in the 

development, production, and procurement of defense equipment. 

This joint examination could involve the Euro~ean Program 

Group, as it gathers strength and cohesion; some issues could 

be discussed in the North Atlantic Council. Whatever the forum, 

the United States is ready to participate in this examination 

in the way and at the pace that our allies wish. We are eager 

to join with you in trying to identify opportunities for 

joint development of new equipment, and for increasing 

licensing or direct purchase of equipment that has already been 

developed. Together, we should look for ways to standardize 

our eqipment and make sure it can be used by all allied forces. 

We should consider how we can gear the administration of 

national and international programs to these ends. And we 

should see if ways can be found to introduce into our discussions 

a voice that would speak not for any particular country, but 

for the common interests of the Alliance in offering advice 

about cooperation in defense equipment. 

Conclusion 

The time we live in and the time we are about to enter call 

for greater unity among the industrial democracies. It is not 

enough for us to share common purposes; we must also strengthen 

the institutions that fulfill those purposes. We are met today 

to renew our dedication to one of ~he most important of those 
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institutions, and to plan for actions that will help it to meet 

new challenges. Some of these actions can be taken in the 

near future. Others can be developed for review by the NATO 

meeting next year at this time. If other members of the 

Alliance would wish, I would be glad to offer· Washington as 

the site of that meeting. 

In our common tasks, success will depend on common effort. 

The French writer and aviator, Saint-Exupery, wrote that "the 

noblest task of mankind is to unite mankind." Our alliance 

unites but a small portion of the human race. But if we remain 

true to the values that brought us together, the work we do 

together, by assuring the survival of those values, can benefit 

all mankind. 

# # # 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

May 3, 1977 

Jim Fallows 

The attached was returned in 
the President's outbox. It is 
forwarded to you for aPPropriate 
handling. 

Rick Hutcheson 

Re: UA W Speech 



THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

Mr. President: 

Stu's office suggests that 
your speech touch on the 
highlights of your first 
few months of office, and 
spell out what can be 
expected over the remainder 
of your term. 

Rick 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

May 3, 1977 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT 

FROM: JIM FALLOWS J(~ 

SUBJECT: UAW Speech 

You are scheduled to speak to the UAW in California on 
May 17, one week after your return from Europe. 

I have not found anyone who can tell me what the subject 
of the speech should be. Landon Butler is interested 
in a speech about either medical care or energy. I have 
heard rumors that you want to talk about foreign trade. 

Can you write down a few words of guidance, so that we 
can work on the speech while you are travelling and have 
a draft ready when you return? Thank you very much. 

., I 

Electrostatic Copy Made 
for Preservation Purposes 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

May 3, 1977 

Hamilton Jordan -

The attached was returned in 
the President's outbox. It is 
forwarded to you for appropriate 
handling. 

Rick Hutcheson 

Re: Presidential Appointments to 
FNMA Board 

··--



MEMORANDUM 

THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

MEMORANDUM TO THE PRESIDENT Electrostatic Copy Made 
for Preservation Purposes 

FROM: HAMIL~~RDAN 
DATE: ~1AY 3, 1977 

SUBJECT: PRESIDENTIAL APPOINTMENTS TO FNMA BOARD 

Under the Housing and Urban Development Act of 1968, FNMA is a 
wholly-shareholder owned corporation created by Congress. The 
statutory purpose of FNMA is to provide supplementary assistance 
in home buying and to improve the distribution of investment 
capital for home mortgage financing. Congress has given the 
President extensive power over FNMA and its Board of Directors. 
The assets of FNMA are estimated at $35-37 billion. 

The Board is made up of 15 individuals, five of whom are appointed 
as public representatives by the President. Ten are elected by 
the shareholders of FNMA. Under the statute creating FNMA, three 
of the five appointed by the President must represent real estate, 
mortgage lending and homebuilding industries respectively. By 
tradition, one of the other two members has been the General 
Counsel of DHUD, and the fifth member has been chosen by a number 
of public groups. 

Pat Harris recommends the following five persons for the FNMA Board: 

1) 

2) 

3) 

Ruth Prokop, the new DHUD General Counsel. 

Ernesta Procope, a very successful black New York 
businesswoman with experience in both insurance 
and real estate. Her husband is the publisher of 
the Amsterdam News. 

Ray Lapin, a former president of FNMA, who is 
backed for a Board position by Senator Cranston. 

4) John Thompson, a black realtor who was recommended 
by the Nat1onal Association of Realtors. 

5) Marvin Gilman, a very well-regarded builder from Delaware. 

As mentioned above, the FNMA statute requires that three of the 
five members appointed represent the real estate, homebuilding 
and mortgage lending industries; Messrs. Thompson, Gilman and 
Lapin, respectively, qualify as members of these industries. 

I concur with Pat's recommendations. 

Approve Disapprove Other ---
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

May 3, 1977 

Frank Moore 
Hamilton Jordan 

For your information the 
original of the attached letter 
was given to Mr. Harris of OMB 

for delivery. 

Rick Hutcheson 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

·.. 

WASHINGTON 

May 3, 1977 

To Congresswoman Pat Schroeder 

It is my understanding that H. R. 2387 is 
shortly to be considered by your Subcommittee. 

For the record I would like to state my 
strong feeling that the position of the 
Director of the Office of Management and 
Budget should be treated as a Cabinet level 
position. 

Sincerely, 

The Honorable Patricia Schroeder 
Chair~voman 
Subcommittee on Employee Ethics 

and Utilization. 
603 House Office Building Annex I 
Washington, D. c. 20515 



THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

May 3, 1977 

Bert Lance 

For your information the attached 
letter was signed by the President 
and given to Bob Linder for 
appropriate handling. 

Rick Hutcheson 

Re: Supplemental Appropriation 
for Dept. of Treasury 

., 
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT 

OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET 

SIGNATURE 

MEMORANDUM FOR: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20503 

April 29, 1977 

THE PRESIDENT /") 

Bert Lance i-31 'C.... .._ 

Proposed Amendments to 1977 
Supplemental Appropr1at1ons 
and a 1978 Budget Amendment 
for the Department of the 
Treasury 

Attached for your signature are proposed amendments to 
fiscal year 1977 supplemental requests totaling 
-$3,193,535,000 and a proposed budget amendment for 
fiscal year 1978 in the amount of -$166,000,000. 
These reductions reflect your decision to withdraw 
certain elements of the economic stimulus package 
which you transmitted to the Congress on January 31, 
1977. 

These proposals will reduce budget outlays by 
$3,193,535,000 in fiscal year 1977 and $166,000,000 
in fiscal year 1978. Full-time permanent employment 
will not change in either year. 

RECOMMENDATION: 

I recommend that you sign the letter transmitting these 
proposals to the Congress. 

A t·tachmen ts 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

The Speaker of the 

House of Representatives 

Sir: 

I ask the Congress to consider, for the Department 
of the Treasury, amendments to reduce fiscal year 1977 
supplemental appropriation requests by $3,193,535,000 
and an amendment to reduce fiscal year 1978 appropria
tions requests by $166,000,000. 

The details of these proposals are set forth in 
the enclosed letter from the Director of the Office of 
Management and Budget. I concur with his comments and 
observations. 

Respectfully, 

Enclosure --- ~ \' / \ .... ~ _ _.,. ' \___ ' "/AJI?7 - ~ 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY 

BUREAU OF GOVERNMENT FINANCIAL OPERATIONS 

Heading 

Salaries and expenses 

Special payment to 
recipients of certain 
retirement and 
survivor benefits 

977 
supplemental 

requests 
pending 

(H. Doc. 95-85 
and 

H. Doc. 95-89) 

$17,935,000 

1,810,000,000 

1977 
proposed 
amendment 

-$17,935,000 

-1,810,000,000 

INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE 

Accounts, collection 
and taxpayer service 

Rebate in excess of 
tax l1ah1l1ty 

(Delete the above 
heading and the 
appropriation 
language thereunder 
as shown in H. Doc. 
95-89.) 

5,000,000 -2,600,000 

1,363,000,000 -1,363,000,000 

1977 
revised 
request 

$2,400,000 

These amended supplemental requests reflect the decision to 
withdraw the economic stimulus proposals to provide a tax rebate 
of $50 per person and comparable payments to non-taxpayers. The 
requests for funds to process the payments are also withdrawn. 
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1978 
bqdget 
appendix 
page 

611 

Heading 

DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY 

INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE 

1978 
budget 
request 

8 
amendment 
pending 
(H. Doc. 
95-89) 

1978 
proposed 
amendment 

Payment where payroll 
tax credit exceeds 
tax liability 

$166~000~000 -$166,000,000 

(Delete the above 
heading and the 
appropriation 
.language thereunder 
as shown in H. Doc. 
95-89.) 

1978 
revised 
request 

This proposed amendment reflects the decision to withdraw the proposal to 
provide an investment tax credit as part of the economic stimulus program. 
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/ 
95th Congress, 1st Session 

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT 
OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20503 

The President 

The White House 

Sir: 

I have the honor to submit for your consideration, 
for the Department of the Treasury, proposed amendments 
to reduce requests for supplemental appropriations for 
the fiscal year 1977 by $3,193,535,000 and an amendment 
to reduce requests for appropriations for fiscal year 
1978 by $166,000,000. The details of these requests 
are contained in the enclosure to this letter. 

I have carefully reviewed the proposals to decrease 
appropriations contained in this document and am 
satisfied that these requests are necessary at this 
time. I recommend, therefore, that these proposals 
be transmitted to the Congress. 

Enclosure 
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MEMORANDUM 

I. 

,. ' 

THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

Meeting with Jane Fortson 
Tuesday, May 3, 1977 

1:45 p.m . 
5 minutes 

The Oval Office 

(by: Fran 

PURPOSE: to discuss a personal matter 

v~. 
II. BACKGROUND, PARTICIPANTS, PRESS: 

A. Background: Jane wrote and called asking 
for 5 minutes prior to departure 
for London. 

B. Participants: The President and Jane Fortson 

c. Press: White House Photographer Only 

Electrostatic Copy Made 
for Preservation Purposea 
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MEMORANDUM 

THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

Meeting with CBS Records 
Tuesday, May 3, 1977 

The Oval Office ~~ 
(5 minutes) + 
11:20 a.m. (by: Fran Vo r'" 

I. PURPOSE: to present record album of the 1977 Inaugural Concert.·· 

II. BACKGROUND, PARTICIPANTS, PRESS: 

A. Background: 

B. Participants: 

C. Press: 

CBS Records is donating the 
profits from the sale of these 
records to the National Endowment 
for the Arts in the name of the 
Inaugural Committee. 

The President 
Walter Yetnikoff, 

Bruce Lundval 
Michael Tannen 

James Lipton 

Phil Ramon 
Mac Lipscomb 

President 
CBS Records 
CBS Records 
Inaugural Committee 
Agent with CBS 

Exec. Producer, 
Inaugural Concert 

Production Engineer 
Rafshoon Agency 

White House Photographer Only 

Etectrostatlc Copy Made 
for Preservation Purposes 
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THC V/1-·IIT'i_-. HOUSE 

.i\1a y 3 , 1 9 7 7 

S cc r ctar y Cali Luw 

Riel::: F!ut:che son 

cc: Stu Eizenstat 
Jack ·watson 

Re: Use o£ Costly X--Ray Device 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

May 3, 1977 

Jack Watson 

The attached was returned in 
the President's outbox. It is 
forwarded to you for appropriate 
handling. 

Rick Hutcheson 

cc: Stu Eizenstat 
Landon Butler 

Re: Proposed Letter to CETA 
Prime Sponsors 

... / 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

MEMORANDUM TO: THE PRESIDENT 

FROM: Jack Watson May 3, 1977 

SUBJECT: 

Ray Marshall has recommended that the attached 
Presidential letter be sent to CETA prime sponsors. 
Because of the withdrawal of the tax rebate, delay in 
the economic stimulus appropriations, and what Ray 
senses as a general uncertainty about the Administra
tion's position on unemployment, governors, mayors and 
county officials have slackened their efforts to pre
pare for major public service employment expansion. 
Ray thinks that sending the attached letter would 
reaffirm our commitment to the program and help to 
mobilize efforts at the state and local levels. 

Electrostatic Copy Made 
for Preservation Purposes 
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DRAFT PRESIDENTIAL LETTER TO CETA PRIME SPONSORS 

I am writing you to emphasize the continuing urgency 

of our battle against high unemployment. I anticipate 

that Congress will soon approve the funds we have requested 

to expand the size of our public service employment pro-

gram. With those funds, we hope to double the number of 

public service jobs provided under the Comprehensive 

Employment and Training Act (CETA). 

The success of CETA depends in large measure on offi-

cials such as you, because the new jobs must be created 

and matched with people at the state and local levels. 

I hope you will do everything possible to minimize pro-

cedural delays and bureaucratic red-tape in creating and 

filling these new jobs; we will do everything we can at 

the Federal level to do the same. 
1 V~f'U' .. .,.., I 

As you know, CETA is aimed atAthe long-term unemployed, 

V8-t.Qili'&MloS and men and women receiving public assistance. 

Secretary of Labor Ray Marshall has asked that veterans be 

hired to fill 35 percent of the new public service jobs. 

Given the difficulty that so many veterans are having in 

getting jobs, that assistance is sorely needed and much 

deserved. 

I have asked Secretary Marshall and the Labor 

Department to assist you in any way possible. I have 

also asked the State Employment Security Agencies to 

Electrostatlo Copy Made 
for Preservation PtlrposM 
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provide assistance in determining the eligibility of CETA 

applicants and in identifying large numbers of low-income 

and unemployed people. 

I am confident that this partnership between the 

Federal Government and State and local governments can 

work. It is essential for us to have a common sense of 

purpose and to move without delay. 

I appreciate your help in this important task. 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

May 3, 1977 

MEMORANDUM FOR: THE PRESIDENT 

STU EIZENSTAT ~ FROM: 

SUBJECT: Cargo Preference 

The subject of cargo preference is likely to come up 
during your discussions with European leaders. This memo 
is to update you on the status of the legislation and our 
efforts to develop a compromise. 

We have completed discussions with Congressional leaders 
and representatives of industry and labor. The consensus 
of these meetings was that the package of possible alternatives 
to strengthen the maritime industry was not an acceptable 
substitute for cargo preference. All parties were willing 
to consider modifications in the cargo preference bill. We 
are expected to testify in the House in late May. 

The Commerce Department has prepared a decision memo which 
will be forwarded to you on your return. The options are 
basically: 

1) Cargo preference with delayed effective dates and 
provisions for use of some foreign built tankers. 

2) A package of substitute proposals that, while generally 
not acceptable to the industry as a substitute, can 
credibly be considered to fulfill our campaign commitment. 

The European leaders can be expected to lobby against any cargo 
preference proposals. I believe that we should reserve judg
ment on this issue at this time. 

I '· 

Electrostatic Copy Made 
for Preservation Purposes 
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Stu: 

THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

You should know that right 
now the President gets about 
a 24-hour jump on public 
announcement of figures like 
the newest inflation/unemploy
ment rate -- an eyes only 
copy to him. Presumably, 
you are not talking about 
that sort of economic figure, 
but rather more subjective 
things, such as the forecast 
for economic growth. I suggest 
that your memo stress this 
distinction. 

Rick 

···---~ 

.•' 
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CONFIDEN'!'IAL NOT FOR CIRCULATION 
.· -

THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

April 29, 1977 

MEMORANDUM FOR: THE PRESIDENT 

FROM: STU EIZENSTAT 

SUBJECT: Economic Announcements 

Your memorandum concerning the need for better coordination of 
Administration spokesmen touches upon a related problem of 
coordination that has recently concerned me: the timing and 
presentation of economic news. 

Last Friday, OMB announced, when sending its revised budget 
estimates to Congress, that the Administration had changed its 
1977 forecasts for economic growth (from 5.4% to 4.9%) and 
inflation (from 5.3% to 6.7%). Because that announcement came 
so shortly after the rebate and anti-inflation decisions, 
questions have been raised (by the press, Congress and others 
in the Administration) about whether those decisions were based 
on the unannounced information and, if not, whether different 
decisions would have been with the new information. 

In the shortrun, I think it will be helpful if Administration 
spokesmen uniformly respond to inquiries by indicating that 
the rebate and anti-inflation decision were based on the un
announced information. In my own case, I did not have the 
unannounced information, but I now understand that a number of 
others involved in the decisions did. 

For the longer term, I recommend a number of ways to ensure that 
major economic decisions clearly are based on the latest in
formation, and any public announcements reflect that fact: 

(1) Prior to any announcement of major economic figures, 
those figures should routinely be circulated to all of the 
economic policymakers; the circulation should be made as 
soon as possible after figures are compiled (even if they 
are still preliminary.) 

IIF1'EI!AIIH£D ~ADMINISTRATIVE ~ I 
MARKING BV 0 DATE . . R ~ 



April 29, 1977 2 

(2) The anticipated dates of major economic announce
ments should also be circulated to major policymakers 
as far·in advance as possible; that will enable them 
to avoid scheduling their own announcements a~ inappro
priate times. 

(3) Each EPG meeting should review anticipated 
announcements, and make some determination about whether 
the announcement should be delayed, advanced, or kept 
on schedule. Any decision about a delay or advance 
should be reported to you. 

(4) There should be clarification about whom among your 
major economic policymakers announces which decisions 
(and then continues as the Administration spokesman on 
the subject). 



THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHI.NGTON 

Date: ~'~ ';;ti' MEMORANDUM 

FOR ACTION: FORlNFORMATION: The Vice President 
Stu Eizenstat 
Hamilton Jordan 
Bob Lipshutz 
Frank Moore 
Jack Watsbn 
Z. Brzezinski~.~ 

FROM: Rick Hutcheson,Staff.5ecretary 

SUBJECT: 

Joe Aragon 
Peter Bourne 

Report of Task Force on Undocumented Aliens 

YOUR RESPONSE MUST BE DELIVERED 
TO THE STAFF SECRETARY BY: 

TIME: 4 P.M. 

DAY: FRIDAY 

DATE: APRIL 29 

ACTION REQUESTED: 
x_ Your comments 

Other: 

STAFF RESPONSE: 
__ I concur. __ No comment. 

Please note other comments below: 

Please note the President has indicated he wishes to 
receive _this report by April 29. 

PLEASE ATTACH THIS COPY TO MATERIAL SUBMITTED. 

If you have any questions or if you anticipate a delay in submitting the required 
•• I _L ___ .&.-1--L---. ... a..._ c ..... "" c,_,.,."+.-.r\1 :f""ni"W'Htrii~+ol\1 /Tolanhnntll 70~7\ 



THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

MR. PRESIDENT: 
May 2, 1977 

At my request Joe Aragon prepared these 
recommendations on the Task Force report 
on Undocumented Aliens. Although I don't 
agree with all of Joe's comments, his memorandum 
represents a different perspective which I 
think you should have in making these 
decisions. 

7-1~~ 
Hamilton Jordan 



Date: 

fOR ACTION: 
Stu Eizenstat 
Hamilton Jordan 

· WASHINGTON 

FOR INFORMATION: 

Bob Lipshutz / 

Frank Moore /1977 APR 28 PI f2 ( J 
Jack Watsonv ·· 
Z. Brzezinski 

FROM: Rick Hutcheson, Staff Secretary 

SUBJECT: 

MEMORANDUM 

The Vice President 
Joe Aragon 

Report of Task Force on Undocumented Aliens 

YOUR RESPONSE MUST BE DELIVERED 
TO THE STAFF SECRETARY BY: 

TIME: 4 P.M. 

DAY: FRIDAy 

DATE: APRIL 29 
ACTION REQUESTED: 

Other: .K_ Your comments 

STAFF RESPONSE: 

_;,__ I concur. 
Please note other commems below: _ No comment. 

Please note the President has indicated he wishes to 
!_eceive . this report by April 29._ 

f!:§ASE ~T~CH THIS COPY TO MA!gR~ SUBMITTEQ, 

If you ha.e ony questions.,. if vou anticipote a delay In submitting the ''Qui<ed 
mat"ial, please telephone the Sta/f Secreta'>' immediately. (Telephone, 7052) "' 



MEMORANDUM FOR: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

May 2, 1977 

THE PRESIDENT 

STU EIZENSTAT 

Summary and Analysis of Task Force 
Report on Undocumented Aliens 

Attached is the Report of the Task Force on Undocumented 
Aliens which you requested. 

I feel strongly that you should have Zbig's comments 
on our recommendations. I have furnished him with a copy. 



U.S. DEPARnt1ENT Or LABOR 

V/ASHINGTCN 

E77 AFR 2.7 

April 27, 1977 

~.-EMOR..i\NDU£.1 FOR THE PRESIDENT 

FROH: Ray Harshal4 ')/y7~ 

c·1 7 In 
~ pJ -

..... ,-..,:--"":-:- _,_ 
-""-'-.;.-~-· 

SUBJ: Report of Task Force on Undocw~ent2~ ~:~2~s 

On behalf of the Secretary of State, the Attor~=Y 
General, the Secretary of Health, Education c~~ 
~'l'elfare 1 and myself 1 I am herer..;i th transni -tti:r:~ -c.:::-_2 
report you requested on undocu.."":l.ented aliens. ---~ 

comprehensive plan presented in the report 2tt2~~~s 
to address the legitimate concerns of t~e ~2~~ ~r2~?S 
who are interested in this subject. The me~~ers o~ 
the task force are prepared to meet with you t= ~~s
cuss these recommendations at your conve::1ie~ce. 



Executive Su~nery . I 

A Reco~mended Program Concerning the Problem of Undocu~e1~ed 

for the President of the Cnited States 

The purpose of this paper is to outline for the President . . 
a ccc.prenens lVe 

Federal program concerning illegal i~mi~ration. Undocusented aiiens come 

to the United States mainly to seek employment and ind:cations are that 

this flow has been increasing in recent years. The ex~stence af undocu-

mented aliens in the country both displaces domest~c ~·1cr~ers ~nd creates 

an underclass of people living outside the legal syste::. 

A complex problem such as this requires a comprehensive a~proach. 

The recommendations of this paper fall into seven basic ca~e;cries: 

I. EMPLOYER SANCTIONS LEGISLATION 

A. Focus on enforcement of existing Fair Labor Standards legislation 

in industries and occupations with a history and like1~hccd of em~loying 

undocumented aliens. Sixty new positions are reco~~ended, at a cost 

of $1.7 million: 

B. Legislation making it unlawful to employ undccj::en~ed ~11ens. 

1. Penalty: civil penalty of up to $500 for eac~ ~ic1a~~Jn, ~o 

be administered by the magistrates courts; inj~nct~~e rel~ef when 

appropriate for second or subsequent ~iolations with available 

contempt sanctions. 

2. As a defense, the employer wou1c re.y on ~res:r·:ej ex~sti~g 

identifi.cation as designated '.'lith re·~u1ations arc~'J1~ated ':y the 

Attorney General . 

3. The Secretary of Health, ~~ucetiJn and ~el~are s~:Jlj ~a~e 

steps to make the-Social Security c~~~ a more re~~~b1e ~de~~i~ier 

of lawful status. 



We estimate this program would require an additi~n~~ 

and would cost about $2.4 million. 

I I. G~FORCD·1ENT 

The recommendations on enforcement are a ~edified ;ers-:~ :- pr:-

posals made by the outgoing INS Commissioner. ~--~ ~f""-,-_ ... _ ::'· -

posal would involve some innovative screening and investi;a!ive te:h~iq~es 

at a cost of $12.5 million. Additional resources would ;r::::~~~e 

personnel for denial of entry at ports, increased exper~~tcr~s at sc_t~ern 

ports of entry (much of this spending would be for hc.rc·,,:::re ~te:-:s, i:-::L::iing 

a fully operational helicopter unit) and an anti,..sr.:ugg1ir:g :;:;::::-::. -:-hese 

items would require about 2,000 additional positio~s at a ccst cf s;z 

million. 

II I. A~lNESTY 

The recommended amnesty program \·;oul d a 11 O'.·J the ur:.:cc:..-:-.ec=:e: ::~~en 

to apply for permanent resident status based upon three ::~:~t~:~s: 

(1) if the individual is either married to a U.S. citi:e~ :r is the 

parent or child of a U.S. citizen; (2) if tne individ·..:a~ '"':;:; ~:-e ::::~ -::·H:: 

above relationships, but has been in the U.S. --------- -- .-, 
-.... - ' .:::: :::·- ..... - i • :: 

immediately preceding the prescribed effective date =-~= 

vidual qualifies under existing statutory conditio~s p~e:~;:~r; -:~e 

admission of certain aliens who have been convicted o~ c-~~~s :~ -;-.~ ... =- : 
.\,.. .J - ~ 

turpitude. 

The amnesty would apply to: 

-sponsored students living in this country who overst2~ -:~~:~ ~·s2s ·a-: 



U.S.; and (c) undocumented aliens married to ~ua1"=·~~ _ ~~-~-

IV. FOREIGN POLICY INITIATIVES 

A. After the basic policy decisions concer::!n;; _ ·-----:-::: a1iens 

are reached and before they are made public, the Ce:::.r~~~~: :~ S:ate 

should begin consultations with Mexico and other rat~o~s ~=s~ s~~iously 

affected by the program. 

B. Greater weight in the assessr.:ent and a per·:.·::. c~ i :::.n :;o~rams 

by international lending institutions in v1hich the"' ' :-~s s~~;·-ficc:nt 

voting strength should be given to the development o7 2-::;l :_.-2r,: :::::;ortu-

nities in the major source countries of undocumented a~=~ns. 

C. The Agency for International Development :,..:d;et ~~~ ;::-~· 78 

should be augmented to fund job-creation developrert r. \--.-: :::..r-~ :::. 
~-- -- _._. __ 

out-migration countries. 

D. A review of trade policies should be u~derta~e~ ~~ Jr:~r to 

determine the feasibility of increasing the access t:; ~'.S. ::::c:..:-: :narkets 

of labor intensive products from out-migration countries. 

E. Priority should be given to the ongoing d~s:~ss=::s ~=~h ~resident 

Lopez Portillo of Mexico in order to develop coo~erat~.e ::.::-::a:~es to the 

full range of U.S./Mexico issues, including und::::~~=~:e: a.~e~s-

V. CERTIFICATION OF ALIEN \·JC?.Kcqs 

The report recommends continuing the cur:en': '1~-=ting the 

number of temporary 1t10rker cert~fications issue: ;: ~--: :e:~ the 

interests of ftmerican vmrkers. It sug~es:s th~: :::.::":~:r::~ e=-=:·-:s ]e 

zation as a means of re~ponding to legiti~ate e~p~::y~~ p~~=~ ~-:~is area.· 



VI. FINANCIAL ASSIST.Ll.~!CE TO STATE M:D LOCAL G0'/~~:;:.1::·,-;-s ~::.-., __ . 

IMPACTED BY UNDOCUMENTED ALIENS 

The report recommends acknowledging that State and 1:ca~ ;:.~~--s~ts 

could suffer additional fiscal burdens because of the lar;e p:Jj~a:~cn 

of undocumented aliens, particularly after amnesty is gran~2:. 

report suggests that the President should direct appropriate Cat:ne: 

officers and staff to examine what financial assistance cculd be prcvided 

without a special financial aide package. 

VI I. IMi'HGRATION POLICY 

The report recommends a thorough review of the country's ~-r:~~ration 

policy. It is suggested that the President support legislation ~~t~oduced 

this week by Congressman Eilberg for the appointment of a Select :c~ission 

to undertake such a review. 
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A Reco~mended Program C . . , D ' ~ on cern 1 ng -cne . roo: e:;; ,....,.: '',....,.....:,......_ --~-~
\ ...... I ..., , ..... ,_, '- _. 

for the President of the Unit?d S~~~ss 

You have asked for recommendations f:r a cc~~r~~~~si;~ ~~=~-~: 

policy concerning illegal immigration-- a co~~lex issu~ r:::~~ --

powerful social and economic forces that ; ,_- r"\ 

:\ ji, -~ j 

considerable long-term effort. Illegal i~~igration results :r:~ _ 

combination of strong pull forces within the u~ited States ;.~::h :_~c:ion 

as incentives to the migrants and strong push forces in t~e ==~~t~:es 

of origin \·Jhich force individuals to seek op;:;ortuni-::y eis2:,.::-:ere. ;.':1/ 

successful policy must be directed at these pheno~e~=. 

The Problem 

Historically) Mexico has been and rer::ains 

unlawful entrants to the United States. However, ~11e;31 i~~::r~~:on 

presently involves many nations and other migraticr. st~==~s. =st=-

mates of the population and flow of undocumented alie~s are e~~==:ed · 

guesses at best. 

In recent years the number of apprehens~or.s o7 . . 
._.,-,... ....... ------

~;.'_....,;...._. ·- --- - ... -- ... -.= t::, ~ 

has increased dramatically-- from about 50,000 in 1S5~ ~= c~~- 7~:.c:: 

in 1976 --without a contemporaneous increase in rescurces. i~~s ~;·2~ 

the more modest estimates set the number of undocc~=~~e~ 2~~=~~ ~:~hi~ 

the United States at several million. ~hatever the ~~;J~e. - s~.:e-~ 

point for plicy purposes is that the il12g:::1 i~-::~;·::t~::-: ;::.-=:;--:-::::-::: . .=, 

significant and growing. Further:-:cre, ~.·:-_:;:, 
., .• -·l 



-------___,.....-------- ----- -~-- --

sustain it will become stronger if present approaches, or t~e l~ck 

of them, persist. 

The major domestic impact of ur.docu~e~ted alie~s is in the labor 

market where they compete effectively with native workers, particularly 

with the minimally skilled and underemployed. However, the o1erall 

degree and extent to which they actually displace nati •te 1.·:orkers is 

unclear from existing studies. Although certain clear cut exa~p1es of 

displacement can be cited in most occupational settings and geographical 

areas, proving more general propositions about the pher.o8encn is diffi-

cult because of both the lack of data on undocumented aliens and the 

inherent problems involved in establishing why a person ~oes or ~oes 

not get a particular job. 

The advantages to employers of the low cost labor ' . ' ~·;n 1 en 

workers provide tends to be offset over time by the range of social 

costs incurred by the society as large numbers of new cc~munities of 

families must be absorbed, generally in already conge5ted and beleagured 

urban settings. In addition, once undocumented aliens are used in 

employment, a job situation is sometimes created which perpet~ates 

their use. The employment of undocu~ented aliens often results in 

depressed working conditions, discouraging domestic workers from taking 

certain jobs; the consequent inability to recruit do~estic workers 

results in the continued use of foreign workers despite a possible 

oversupply of domestic workers. Certain parts of the country and 

sectors of the economy may already be en~eshed in this s2lf-per;etuating 

process. 

2 



In a broader social sense, the settling in of significant ~umbers 

of undocumented aliens produces substantial co~munities of i~~ivi~~a1s 

whose underground existence. is predicated ~pan evading co~~act with any 

form of 1 a•.-1 or government. Such groups canr;ot be protected frolil 

abuse and they are unable or unwilling to assert political and legal 

rights. The possibility, therefore, of a gr01ving underclcss existing 

outside the legitimate institutions and government of the society is 

real. Over time, particularly in second and subsequent generations~ 

the situation can cause serious civil rights problems. The long-range 

implications, therefore, are of significant magnitude. 

Preliminary Consultations 

These recommendations will be controversial. For this reason 

and far the reason that so many individuals and groups inside and outside 

the government believe that they have a primary interest in this s;.;]ject, 

it will be very important for these persons and groups to be consulted 

before the specific recommendations contained here are sade pub1ic. 

To accomplish such consultation without delaying public awa~eness of 

this program, a public announcement of the objectives and broad 2spects 

of the comprehensive program outlined here could be made as soon as 

Presidential decisions are made. Such consultations will need to be 

conducted in three spheres: Congress, representatives of foreis~ 

governments, and representatives of interested groups. Contacts of t~is 

.... ' 1 d h d . t' ' .... h p . . -1. ' • l ~ . ~. . . . 
sor~ snou ue rna e e1 ner oy ~ e res1cen~ n1~se r, speclTlc cesl;Gees, 

·or by f:le0jers of his Cabinet. \·lhile it is r.ot necessary to con·:::~c~ a 

great n~~ber of such meetings, it will be i~~ortant to be certa~~ that 

those with the ~ost significant i~terests at sta~e ~e represented. 



The Depart~ent of State believes it i~portant to th~ ~.:--~-~ 

successful effect of these progra~s that the cooperaticn ~~ ~-~ ~~f~=~~ 

and other major source coun,try SJ'i~rn~ents :e enliste,:. =-=--~~=:--- ~-= =.n·: 

~eaningful consultation with these ;overn~e~ts is si;~~f~=~~= ~~ 

obtaining their cooperation. In the case of Mexico, such co~s;~~2~~on 

could be embraced in the fo11ow up talks to ,the visit of ?res~::'::::-:t Lopez 

Portillo, scheduled for late May. 

Category of Recommendations 

The complex problem of illegal irr:filigration requires 2 :-:Ji:~~:::::::ted 

approach. The policy recommended here consists of c. nu;:;ber o7 .s=;;:::-_:::te, 

but related parts Hhich in summary focus on: (1) emp1cye:rs ~·4,-:J :nre 

·- tl undocumented aliens; (2) :_:~~~!-~-~ii~ti~o~-o(mani_~f the-~::::~?~ 

mented aliens already in the country; (3) prospective p:--eve-::~:-: or 
--- --------- --· . _lj 

illegal immigration; (4) foreign policy initiatives ar.d c::c:;:e:--:::~~::;-;; 

(5) selected certification of alien workers; (6) financi3~ ~ss~s~~~=e 

to State and local governments; and (7) a general revie~ c~ :~~~;r~~ion 

laws. Some of these initiatives will require legislatiJn, ::~~~3 ~:;~t 

be accomplished by presidential d~rective or executive-1e~~~ :::::~· 

directives. 

The various recommendations are not guaranteed ~u SJ:~e ~-~ 

problem. They are moderate and realistic ~roposals base~~~ ~- =~~~-~~ 

to be sensitive to r:1any consiceratior.s a:~d ':~::·.-:s as ·.;eil ::s ::::. e-=~::ie;;-

cies. Still -- because of the e~oticna1 nature of this ~r8~~=- =-: 

have had extensive invol'tc::-::ent \·lith t;iis ~ss·..:e 

l.S ll.'.c"'l'_/ to Pn~OUnf"Pr :::o-,~,,? ','Qr?. 1i ;:,nrl ~- ·-,-- •' n~~,-,-,--...,~ 
' - - .._. - ._ V ._.. ._) - '- - ,... < 0 -...1 , ...... V ','r ::: I , _s l \,_., r--f i-' ~ ~ ~ !,... t V ! l • 
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Et·lPLOYER SAr'lCTION LEGISU\TIO:i 

The primary incentive, dra·,.Ji ng undocumented a 1 i e:os to the Uni te:i 

States is the ava-ilability of jobs that p;:y higher ;-;::J:=s th;:n ·. 

jobs available in the source country. This pull is a ~ajar force which 

must be diminished if the alien flow is to be decreased. 

Our recommendation is that a variety of proposals be e~p1oyed. 

T\·to broad categories are presented: first, increasir.g enforce:r:en-t. -of 

existing labor standards laws; and second, seeking legislation 

it unla• .. lful to' employ undocumented aliens. 

.. 
fi1a ~ 1 ng 

This second component -- legislation forbidding employment of 

documented aliens-- is complex and controversial and, to be successful,

\·le:~elieve, requires a simple legal defense upon vhich the esployer 

can rely to demonstrate the employer's good faith effort to hire only 

legally employable persons. 

A. First Comoonent Taroeted enforcement of existinq 

labor standards legislation. 

The potential for exploitation of undocumented aliens is 1-:.,..~::::: + 
::; ' ._....;. ;.... 

because of the nature of their skills and because of the essential a~s2:.:~ 

of legal redress on the part of aliens. It is unlike1y, ~ ->or exa;;;p!e~ 

that c:n undocumented alien \·J~ll file a cos;Jlaint if a;; e:::ployer is :-;ot 

complying with minimum wage and other lajor standards as stipulated in 

the Fair Labor Stan~ards Act (FLSA). Available e~i~2~c2 indicat2s t~a~ 
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aiT!ong ;,iexican undocumented aliens, a significan:: r.;inori-:J '-- -. 
-~ 

percent in some studies -- earn less than the minimum wa;e. 7!.- :;:,-~::..-=- -=-
• • -·- -- ._ !' 

to the extent that employer~ nay exploit undocumented workers ~J ;~=~~-=·~g 

Hage and hours standards, strict enforcement of employment st2r:c::.;::.s 

statutes could help to remove the incentives, i·Jhich cause m::ny e:::p,cyers 

to hire undocumented aliens. 

In addition to labor standards laws, the 1974 amendments to tt2 

Farm Labor Contractor Registration Act ( FLC?Jl.) pro vi de tha. t far-::: 1 c.:: r 

contractors must refrain from knowingly recruiting, employing, c; ~-=~1-

izing undocumented aliens. Hm·;ever, the impact of this .Lkt is 1~;.;:t.eci 

to those who are essentially brokers of farm labor (crew 

Present enforcement of the Fair Labor Standards Act 

about two percent of the total number of er:1ployers in the country. :.;e 

recommend establishing a special enforcement program under the 

Labor Standards Act aimed at employers of undocumented aliens. 

Labor Department's Employment Standards Administration (ES~) is 

of undertaking "directed" investigations, which Hould be tr:ose c::;:;C::.;::::ed 

r.ot in response to a complaint but rather initiated by ESA 

and occupations with a history and likelihood of employing 
• a 1 i ens. 

This augmented directed or targeted 2pproach of enf2r:e~en~ ~r 

existing 1abor standards has the support of a \·tide range of co:-:::~~:~:_, 

and ethnic groups that oppose general employer sanction legis13~iJ~. 
~oreaver the FLS~ stands as 

regulatory pro;rc:ms -- with existing experience a;,d rr:achi r.er:i .. 
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Hm'iever, there are serious dra'•lbac'<s. e ;-;--..·,~~·.::.r

··;-; 'V..J"-1 .:> 

minimum wage but not the prevailing wage, stricter enforce~~~~ ~~s rJ 

impact. Existing studies report this is frequently the case. - . -
::/2:--! 1 T 

undocumented aliens were detected and reported, emplcyers ::-:::.j' h~re other 

undocumented aliens again. Finally, labor standards enforce~ent ~i11 

not overcome employer preference 

- I 

Hho, v1hatever they are paid, are perceived as i;~ore proch.::t i·:e c~:::: cc::p; t;;. 'it 

Such a directed enforcement prograi71 Hould prod:..:ce o:~ly -:-~;:i_,::.l 

results if it vtere to rely on presently existing resources. By ;ro'Jiding 

additional resources to the Employment Standards .n.d;;;inistrat~cn (ES.~.L 

more effective results could be obtained without decreasina ES~rs abilitv 
~ ¥ 

to respond to Fair Labor Standards Jkt cc;;;p1aints. ~·;e re:c:-:::-er:d tr.c.t 

sixty (60) positions at a cost of $1,700,000 be added ta ::s,;•s res::.:n:es by 

legislation. The result would be to increase the 

by approximately 4,000 above the current 1 eve 1 s. If acd"i ~i ::-:::1 r-::s ::.:rces 

are not added, the directed approach can still be p:.:rsued ::;y ex2::.:ti·;e l:::ve1 

decision, but only at the expense of other FLSA enforce~e~~ e~~=~:s. 

B. Second Comoonent - Leqislation s~ould be 

it unlawful to employ undocumented aliens. 

While it is unlawful for undoc~~e1ted alie~s 

~- ·- ..-...... 
I - .. • • •-

or to work here, it is presently not unl~~ful fJr a~ e~: ·=~~~ ~~ 

Repeated attempts to pass legislati21 ~aking 

undocumented aliens have failed. . ... 
con:2:nir.; 
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and introduced by Chairman Rodina ~as passed in rne House cf Representatives, 

but not in the Senate, in the 92nd a~d 93rd Congress. Again in the 94th 

Congress, the House Judicia~y Co~nittee reported a bill providing for both 

civil and criminal penalties. This measure was never voted on by the full 

House. Chairman Eastland introduced employer sanction legislation in 1976, 

but not with criminal penalties. The issue of criminal penalties --along_ 
I 

with Chairman Eastland's unwillingness to support legislation without a 

provision for liberalized importation of temporary labor -- has i~~eded such 

legislation in the Senate. 

The proposed legislation presents the dilemma of providing employers with 

a simple.but sure means of adjudging legal status among potential employees 

in order to comply with the law, while also ensuring that the sanction does 

not cause or allow employers to discriminate based upon national origin. 

Since most employers would likely seek to comply with the law, en-

forcement efforts could be effectively directed at the aggravated violator 

group of employers. Opposition to such legislation in the past has been 

strong among employers who issert that they should not bear the burden of 

enforcing the nation
1

s immigration laws. Ethnic, civil liberties and cer-

tain religious groups have also voiced opposition to employer sanction 

legislation, asserting that, whatever the safeguards may be, the law will 

set in motion serious national origin discrimination practices which will 

be most heavily felt by Hispanics. 

1. Penalties 

Employer sanctions should be based on a civil penalty scheme. 

Criminal penalties were felt to be L~dGly harsh. ~·:e propose a . scneme 
that woJld base enforcement 
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may be iffiposed within the ~agistrate•s division of the fe~er~l judicial 

system. Injunctive enforcement ~ay be sought when appropriate in th~ 

federa 1 courts, \·lith the concomitant conter.:pt sanctions ava i1 ab1 e for 

violation. 

Such penalties are appropriate in a scheme, as detailed below, where 

employers are required to perform certain straightforward, prescribed 

steps before hiring an employee. Compliance with these prescribed steps 

\'lOuld be an absolute defense to an employer in any proceeding under this 

new proposed statute. The defense would be available e·1en if the employee 

were unlav1fully within the United States and other.·lise forbidden from 

emp 1 oyment. 

The question of just what these steps should be is the r.:ost con-

troversial issue in the employers sanction approach. Obviously, for 

such a system to be fair and reasonable for employers, the ste9s need 

to be ~bjective and simply prescribed. However, to be an effective tool 

against employment of undocu~ented aliens, ta~ing these steps must also 

generally ensure that the prospecti';e err:ployee is 1a~·rfu11y er::p1oyable. 

Particular emphasis should b2 paid to ensuring effective enforce-

ment cf the civil rights laws that prohibit e~ployrr:ent discri~ination 

based on national origin. The c~rrent Administration reorganization 

of governrnental civil rights enforce~ent efforts should seek to maximize 

enforcement in this area. This proposal for e~ployer sanctions discour-

such dis:ri~in2ticn by requirin; e~Jlo;ers to seek prcof o~ citizen-

ship or ~ermanent alien sf 2~1 apJl~:2.nts. -- . 



2. Defense 

Various available defenses have been ~reposed in connection 

with legislation forbidding employers from hiring un~ocuQented alien~. 

These proposals include: (a) reliance on a co~bination of presently-

existing identification systems; (b) strengthen the issuance procedures 

for social security cards; (c) requiring an employer to submit names 

of prospective employees to a govern~ent agency for a 11 certification" 

that such individual is employable; (d) requiring a statement under 

oath from a prospective employee that the applicant is eligible to 

work; and (e) creating a new secure card. 

We recommend the use of a multiple identification defense. We_ 

also recommend that procedures for issuance of social security cards 

be strengthened. 

a. Multiple Identification Defense - Requirement 

that all job applicants show one or a combination 

of existing identification syste~s. 

A number of identification devices exist which could 

be used, as prescribed by the Attorney General by regulation, as indicia 

in determining eligibility to 1·1ork. Examples might be the social security 

card, birth certificate, or resident alien a~d naturalization papers. The 

Farm Labor Contractor Registration Act, the only si~il~r piece of legisla-

tion currently in force, uses this approach. 

The major advantages of the multiple-ide~tification approach are 

that it is already in place, it requires little a::-:ir:istrative r;;::chinery and 

opposition based on invasion of privacy grouncs i~ cJ~s~derably le~sened. 

10 



However, use of existing syste~s serious 

exception of the ADIT card [a secure identification card oresently being 

issued by the I~migration and Nat·_;ralization Service (IilS) to la•.-1ful 

aliens] they lack any real security~ r::any are easilJ counterfeited; and 

they do not link the card necessa:ily to the holde.r. Also, the variety 

and lack of reliability of existing identification systems rr:ay lead em-

players to apply the identification criteria une'/enly, thereby fostering 

potential discrimination and fraudulent doc~~ent production. Nevertheless, 

it is believed that this approach will have some ameliorative effect on 

the pull-factors of illegal immigration, since on balance it will make it 

more difficult for undocumented aliens to obtain employment. Also,- the 

Attorney General can protect against the possibility of discrimination by 

issuing strict regulations concerning the procedures 2~oloyers ~ust 

follow in all cases. 

b. Strenothen the Issuance Proced~res for Social 

Security Cards. 

The socia·l security r.u;;1ber system is the most ~·lidely 

used com~on identifier. Approxi~ately 250 million cards have been used 

since 1937, 170 million of which are presently held by -living cersons. 

The present social security card has beer. 2::sily CCJ!iter-feited and cannot 

be relied upon as an accurate indicator of U.S. citizer.ship. 

The Social Secur·i·~y h-3;;-Jinlstration (SS,-".) has only been recuit·ed by 

law to req~ire proof of citize~shic or la~ful ali21 status uoon issuance 

of a nu~~er since 137~. Thus ~ery fe~ curre~~ s2cial security n~~b2r 

lega.lit~/ 

of their cresence in t~e Unite~ States. 
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These limitations current law requires a s !:·J'di ng 

of eligibi1ity based on citizenship or la·,.ifui c.lien status. Ti;h-:ening 

the irno1ementation of this orovision ~auld reauire increased -:ests ard 
' ' ' 

improved methods of determining legal st:ltus by the Socic.l Security 

Administration and further cooperc.tion ·,.;ith state and local govern:r:ents 
I 

in enumerating school-age children ar:d strengthening estab1ish:.er.t of 

eligibility for \·Jelfare programs. ',.!e recc:nnend that the Secrete.ry of the 

Departr~;ent of Health, Educatioil and \·lelfare take measures that this be done. 

c. The A~ministrative Certification Defense -

Require all emoloyers to submit the na~es OT a pro-

spective emoloyee for clearance. 

This proposal has been recently advanced by me:T.bers of 

the House Judiciary Corr:mittee Stc.ff. In brief, the plan v10u1d require all 

employers to submit the names of all ne'..: e:::p1oyees to the Ir .. -:iig;ation and 

Naturalization Service (INS) for certification that the pros;ective employee 

is either a citizen or an employable alien. INS would then be required to 

contact state or county record:<ee;:;ing centers to verify J~r-~:1, cr if un-

availab1e, use other criteria or utilize it:; c,-m record.s to '::::.r~fy e:::p1oy-

able alien status. 

Employers could hire the ap;:;lic:::!1t for a te:::porary six-:~: (S:J) dc.y 

p e r i o d .. I f , a t the en d of ~ h a. t ~ e z-- i : : , ;, a c e r t i f i c 2. : i o :1 c 3.;: J ~ ;:~e. G e by 

INS, the employee would be permit-:ed :o s~t~it his c~n ev1cence or citizen-

ship to an INS office, 

er::ployee. One ~edification to -:~e ~ouse prc;posc::l 



-----------.-----------~--~~-- -- ~·-

d . ....h .... . -'-h sug;este 1s l. al. 1n l..ie can be ~ade within the -· I 

. ( )d 'd+' " h '.l.'rJ.I-Slxty 60 ay per10 , l.h2 empt0j2r u2 ~ermlt.t2u LO accept the employees' 

averr.:ent of legal statt.:s 1.1ade at that tir.:e; ·.:hich •::auld a1so operate .to 

a.bsol ve the employer fror.1 1 i abi 1 i t.J' under the sanction 1 a·,.;. 

The paramount di ffi cu1 ty to t~i s avera 11 propos a 1 is the 2dmi nistra-

tive impracticalities. It is ir:1possible to estimate ho•,.; many such checks 

would be required. About 3-4 million peopl~ enter the job market annually.· 

It is estimated that approximately 10 million change jobs annually. 

-Each would require certification, and many, including the Immigration 

and Naturalization Service, advise that no such capability exists or is 

practicable. 

In addition, certain groups argue that any centralized information 

verification system threatens individual privacy. 

d. Employee Affidavit - Require an averment of 

all new emoloyees to the effect that they are 

legally e~ployable. 

-One defense that has been advanced is that prospective 

employees be requested, at the ti2e of hire, to attest to t~eir legal or 

citizenship status. 

One method would be to add an oath of work eligibili~y to the W-4 

tax for:n currently cor:1pleted by the vast :::ajority of e::;ployees to register 

exemptions. The revision would merely . . ' 
re~u1re tne perscn executing the 

for~ to chec~ a box in~icati~g ~~e~her the applicant is a U.S. citizen 

or an alien. A person checking the alien ~ox would have to complete a 

1 ~ 
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su;;pler.:entJ.l form. On Le SU!;Jle-:-e;~t::l fo:2, cliens \·wuld chec~~ an 

appropriate box opposite a preprinted description of _,_. . 
L.f121 r i r:;n i g r a t i on 

status and the e;-;~ployer '.·;ould certify as to the documentc.ry verificc.tior:J 

of the alien's status. In 1974, the Internal Revenue Service argued that 

it could not change the ~l-4 for::1 because of its effort to sim~lify ~11 

tax forms and any proposal to adapt the W-4 form for a non-tax use is 

contrary to that policy. 

Another problem with using the W-4 form as a vehicle for such an 

averment is that not all legally employable individuals are required to 

fill out such a form. For exar:ipl e, sor.le Canadian and He xi can non-

residents as well as certain domestic household employees are exempt from 

tax withholding. Another suggestion has been to create a new simple 

form for such an averr.1ent by the efilployee. 

Because little is accomplished by any employee averment requirement 

toward the overall policy goal of reducing pull-factors, we recommend 

against its adoption. 

e. "Secure Card 11 Defense- Reouires deve1opi:lc c. 

secure identification card system. 

An alternative to permitting employers to rely on a 

number of existing identification devices is to develop a ~are secure 

identification systefil eith=r by iGproving an existing one or creating 

a nei·l system. 

Consid2ratia1 of a secure id~n~ifica~icn systefil r2ises rany difficult 

issues and evokes sharp controversy in the public ~ind. Many groups and 

i1jividuals view the deve~:~~e~~ cf a secure ide~tification s;ste~ as a 



fundamental abrogation of civil liberties. At the care ~. ~~2s2 :jje:t~J~s 

is the fear that such identification systems will lea~ tJ ~J~e~~-e~tal 

i r. vas i on s of i n d i vi dual p-rivacy. If such a system w2re ~n ::::::.·,-; :::-:::. ..-r.z_ 
.,_,_.· .... _. --·"--} 

temotations to enlarae its use and scene ~auld no do~~t -~ a~v~~:ed, ,:e~~=.-~s . -' . 
initial1y to include credit informc.tion and eventua.1ly t0 be usee ~spar: 

of law enforcement procedures. Statutory limitations are s2er1 as too fragile 

a safeguard, since they could be easily re~oved in scme 

individual liberties and personal privacy might be less r2;:::r:::ed. 

In addition, many persons question the veri pre;;:ise of e:e: c:e::.tir.; 

a truly secure, non-counterfeitable, identification syste~. ~ny atte~~t 

to.do so will be extremely expensive and will require su~sta~tial, radical 

improvements of existing systems. 

For example, in order to rely on the social security card as an ide;,ti-

fier of an individual's legally er;-:p1oyab1e status, the So-cia1 Sec:: ... tf·ity .;'J,d-_ 

ministration eventually would have to issue new cards, 

status, to the entire adult ~opulation of approxi~a~le; 15G ~~1~io~ ~erso~s. 

While there are no current, precise estimates on the cost of iss~~~g new 

cards to that many people, the Social Security Admir:istre.tio:; f:::..s es~::.:ated 

that issuing a plastic credit-card type of card to lCO s~11icn ;:::::~sc:-.s ;·:::;:_:;d 

cost approximately one-half billion dollars and wculd t~~e a~ 1e~s~ ~our and 

one-half years. This cost estinate covers only the ~SSJc~:e cf ~=~ a~d 

replacement cards and the collection of proof. It ~oes r:t ~~=1~~= ~~~ 

creation of any employer verification systes, such as a 
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•,·/Ould enable employers ~:::; call to ·,:erify the validity of a card. Ir: 

addition, it should be emphasized again that the accuracy of the deter

~ination of eligibility made by the Social Security P .. dministration '.-;ou1d 

only be as reliable as the evidentiary docu~ents, such as birth certificates, 

certificates of citizenship, naturalization certificates and hospital 

records, accepted as proof for issuance. 

l•!any people belie·;e that the social security system should not be 

adapted to these purposes. While it is true that the Federal government 

has in the past sanctioned for itself and on behalfof others, wider and 

wider use of soci a 1 security numbers and the soc i a 1 security system _for a 

variety of purposes, this growth in the use of the number and system is 

drawing increasing criticism. 
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Summary of Recommendations 

We recommend that legislation be enacted prohibiti~g e~~loyers · 

from hiring undocumented aliens. Such legislation would provi~e that 

the penalty for each violation would be a civil offense punisha~le by 

up to a $500.00 fine to be adjud;ed by the magistrates division of the 

federal district courts. Injunctive relief could also be sough! for 

second or additional violations in the federal district courts. The 

legislation would provide an absolute defense for the employer if the 

employer demonstrates reliance on certain prescribed existing identifi-

cation as will be specified by the Attorney General by regulation. A 

simple record will be required to be kept by the employer on each 

employee containing the identification relied upon. 

The Secretary of Health, Educr:tion and \·lelfare should ir::prcve the 

reliability of the social security card by increasing efforts to ascer-. 

tain legal status upon issuance by increased cooperation with !.~.S. 

and state and local governments. 

Draft Legislation 

Proposed legislation to effect the e8ployr:ent prohi~ition recom-

~endations is attached hereto as Appendix A. 

17 



Costs 

It is difficult to esti~~~e the projected costs of the legislation 

involved in these recommendations because of the difficulty in assessing 

the breadth of violations and thus the enforc~~ent strategies that 

would be required pursuant to the Act. Cost estimates made by the House 

Judiciary Committee for their pre';ious crir:Jinal sanction legislation 

were based on greater anticipated personnel needs than the "civil 

penalty/absolute defense" plan herein. The estimated cost of the 

employer legislation sanction scheme proposed would require approxi-

mately 117 additional positions, and cost a total of $2,400,000. This 

would provide for 65 additional investigators ($1,440,000); 27 immi~ra-

tion examiners ($460,000); 25 cler~s ($252,000); detention of witnesses 

($40,000) and publicity ($200,000). 
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A??:::wr x 

Legislation containing e~p1J;~r S3ncti:~s ~nd i~tr~~Jce~ ~J 

Chair~an Rodino was passed in t~e House of ~spresertatives, 

in the Senate, in the 92nd and 93rd Congress. Again in the ?~th 

Congress, the House Judiciary Co:n::ittee reported a bi11 iJl"'O'Iicing for 

both civil and criminal penalties. This measure ~as ~ever voted on 

by the full House. Chairman Eastland introcuced e~ployer sarc~icn-

legislation in 1976, but with no cri~inal penalties. The 

criminal penalties -- along with Chairman Eastland's unwillingness t3 

support legislation without a provision for liberalized i~po~tatio~ 

of temporary labor-- has impeced such legislation in the Senate. 

19 
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A. Basis for Relief 

Another fundamental component of our proposal is the granting of 

legal status to those undocumented aliens currently in the United 

States \'lho have built up equities in our society such as fami1y or 

residence. Significant numbers of undocumen,ted aliens ha•;e been in 

the United States for substantial periods of time during which they 

may have had children who are United States citizens by birth and have 

established residence without legal status. For all practical purposes 

they have become permanent members of our society. Ne have concluded 

that aliens meeting certain conditions should have the opportunity t~ 

follow that avenue which could in five years result in United States 

citizenship. Accordingly, the Immigration and Natiohality Act would 

be amended to provide that an alien in the United States without 

documentation or without proper documentation could apply to the 

Immigration and Naturalization Service for the status of a la~ful per-

manent resident by meeting certain conditions. 

B. Condition for Per~anent Resident Status 

The first condition necessary for an undocumented ~lien to become 

a lawful permanent resident is that the alien must have been in the 

United States prior to a certain date to be set by the President in 

the proposed legislation. It wou~d be preferable to choose a past 

date in order to prevent frau~J1e1t by a l i ens not o t h e r .. li s e qua. 1 i f y i n g 

under the language of the legislation. 

?'"~ 
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Aliens in this country -=nY' -,~-. .... -:: . .-.~i'+-
• V'l _,-. • '·•-·''-'' ·-

by coming under one of two con~i~i:~s: If~~ untJcu~ented ~~ie~ 1s 

the parent, spouse or child of a C~ited States citizen or a ~er~aGe~~ 

resident and resides continucus1y in this country subsequent to ~~e 

effecti';e date of the .!\ct, t~21 t:--:3.-t alien c3n qJ::1ify to re;:s:e'f' ::;-:-

permanent resident status. If an undocumented alien does not have one 

- ' h f "1 t 0 
.:,. h .+.I .;,. '"! "';:) ,....., .l.. ~ p I 00 or -c. ose am1 y 1es, t. en ... nao.. a11_n , .. us~. .. a,e D~~n in this cct.:ntry 

five consecutive years is~ediately preceding the prescribed effe~tive 

date. Whether an undocumented alien qualifies by the family re1ation-

ship or by the time period, the alien ~ust not be inadmissible to the 

United States under the most serious qualitative bars to 

those relating to crimina1s, procurers and other immoral perSOilS, 

subversives, violators of narcotics laws, or s~usglers of aliens. 

The importance of the tiwe period for residency to the pro~csal should 

be emphasized. Although the exact nunber of un~ccumented aliens in 

this country is not knovm, there c.re accurate figures on the appre~ension 

of undocumented aliens since 1958. These ~iJures show a sharp in:rease 

each year over the precedi~g year of undoc~~en~ed aliens ap?rehen~ed. 

Inasmuch as the I:iS experience indicates t;1at t':;:) to three t~:-:-:2s t~e 

number of persons evade app;ehens~on as are cc.t.:;ht, it ·is reasJnat:1e 

to assume that the increase eac~ y~ar in n~7je;s of a~pre~ensiors in~i-

cates an increase each yea~ in thJse ~ndccu~ented aliens ~~o ev~~e 

apprehension and settie in :his c:~~:rtr:;. Acc~:r:ingl,y, if t~e n~ .. ::Je~ 

under this orograr:1 incro~c::.:: ->~-;:;"'": -;:~ ',, ........... _,.__. _. ....... -,.; . ._~ ... · .• :~ ~ 



------------,.---------- -~- ---- --

C. Asoects of I~olementation 

The programs would not be mandatory. An un:::oc:~r:>ented 
, . ::,,en 

would not have to register for perr:;anent resi~ent stat~s. Those 

aliens who did not choose to exercise their right would not be deport-

able and Hould remain in this country lega1ly for as long as they 

choose. 

1. Employment of Affected Aliens 

Aliens who registered for permanent resident status by an 

INS office would be given proper papers to authorize their wor%ing. 

Their date of registration would be the date of the creation of a 

record. 

Aliens who did not register but who qualified for permanent resi-

dent status would have to obtain a different paper from an INS office 

allo~tting them to \•/Ork. Neither category v;ould be subject to the labor 

certification require~ents. 

2. Other Considerations 

Various categories of aliens will be affected: 

(a) Refugees-- Refu;ees \·iho are presently in this countr-y 

pursuant to having been granted special permission by the Attorney 

Genera 1 and 1·1ho meet the requi rer::::r.ts ~>Jou1 d qua 1 i fy. 

(b) UndocuTented Aliens ~arried tc Qualified ~liens -- In 

some cases where there are r::arried undocu~ented aliens ~it~out children 

and only o:1e spouse has beer: in the co•JntrJ for fi•;e .:,·;;:::.rs, -::hen the 

other spouse 'tiil1 be al1o·.-1ed t.J r2::-:air1, in tiE: exercise of th::: .Z,.ttorney 

General's discretion, and ~~ 

leg:! 1 status through the . . -prJ nc:; J.::: swouse. 
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(c) Soouses and Chil2re-: O:..r~ of the Ccuntry -- l·;hen the alien 

obtains lawful per~anent reside~~ s~a~~s, he is ajle un~er existing 

law to confer a visa number 8reference on his spouse and unmarried 
. 

children. Consideration was given to waiving numerical limitations for 

these aliens, but it was judged that this would discriminate unfairly 

against those aliens waiting their turn at the American consulate who 

are the spouses and children of resident aliens who have complied 

strictly with the general immigration laws. Therefore, spouses and 

children outside of the country app1ying for c:dmissi::m \·/auld be 

counted against the numerical li~itation of 20,000 persons per year 

per country. There is the possi]ility that requiring these aliens to 

obtain visa numbers may create serious delays in visa availability. 

However, since we do not know the size of the problem it is preferable 

to wait to recommend a remedy. 

(d) Student and Exchanae Aliens --Aliens in the United States 

who originally entered as st~dents or as pc:rticipants in educational or 

cultural exchange progl~e.ms 1·1ouid c;ualify if they met the l·e1atior.ship or 

residence criteria. This could bring com~laints from foreign gsvernments 

that this practice is a drain on their hu~an resources. The total number, 

however, of such aliens is ~at large compared to the grand total of 

nonresident aliens in the United ,_,;.,""' reo~ 
•1•I'J .:'"'"''- v the 

relationship criteria would a~sJ ~e able to aualify far per~a~ent 

residence under the re~ular i~~~gra~ion provisions. The nu~~er who meet 

the residence requiremer~ ~c~~~ ~e re1atively s~~ll. 
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A co~promise pro9osal for ' ' . exc:!.lalng stude:lts exchange 

program participants. Some such oarticioants are subject to a re~uirement 

to return home for two years before becoming eligible for per~anent 

residence. Those possessing skills clearly required in their ccunt1~ 

and those financed either by the United States or the government of their 

country are subject to that provision. Therefore, if it >·Fere determined 

to deny benefits to any category of students, it \•Jould se::n appropriate 

to deny benefits to this group because of the pro hi biti on e l se~·ihere. 

We are presenting this subsection on students as an option and 

have attached two separate proposed bills one excluding the selected 

exchange participants and one without such a provision. 

D. Costs 

The experience ~·lith past voluntary adjust:nent programs ;·;auld 

indicate that the bulk of applications will be spread out over a number 

of years rather than coming immediately after e::actment. 

Assuming that approximately 500,000 aliens would aooly annually 
~ . 

under this provision, the Immigration and ilaturalization Senice Nill 

require an additional 100 officers and 200 clerical personnel, at a 

cost of approximately four million dollars annually, until the bulk 

of eligible aliens is processed. 

E. Alternative Leaal Status to Undscu~ented Aliens Considered 

Two alternatives to giving undocu:::ented aliens \·lith eq·J~ties an 

oo'Jortunity for imr.:ediate a:i.iust:-n::nt to la•:if•J1 Jermaiient :esident status i. ... • 

>·Jere cons i cered. These 1·1ere: 

de~artable status 

oer~anent resident status. 



------------.,.---------- ·~-- ---- -- -

1. Nondeportable Status 

Placing undocumented aliens with equities in a nondeportable 

category without pro vi ding any s peci a 1 method for adjustment to l a~.;ful 

permanent resident status might reduce the ad~inistrative costs imposed 

by the procedure for i~~ediate adjust~ent in the short run. This status 

would prevent aliens from bringing in relatives from abroad. On the. 
I 

other hand, the status of such nondeportable aliens would be ambiguous. 

Since they could not look forward to attaining United States citizenship, 

they waul d 1 ack pol i ti ca 1 rights and v10ul d probably never be ful1y in-

tegrated into our society. The problem of having large groups of aliens 

outside the mainstream of our society Has one of the primary factors_ 

supporting the development of an amnesty program. The mere creation of 

a large class of nondeportable aliens would do little to rerr.edy this 

problem and would cause resentment in the ethnic community. 

2. Nondeportable Status with Waiting Period before Registration 
for Permanent Resident Status 

Another alternative considered was to place undocumented aliens 

\'lith equities in a nondeportabl e category for an interim period and offer 

them an opportunity to adjust to lawful permanent resident status later. 

A disadvantage of this system is that the nondeportable aliens would have 

to be documented in some nanner. Proble~s might arise because the pro-

cedures for readmitting 1 a·dful pemanent resident a 1 i ens after temporary 

journeys abroad 1·1ould not be applicable to readiJitting nondeportab1e 

aliens in ~ost cases. Event~ally, all aliens who wished to change their 

legal status would be examined in the same manner as in the program for 
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registration to per~anent resident status. In the 1ong run the admin-

istrative costs of this alternative would be more than the costs of the 

recommended program. Deferred adjustment \'/ou1 d present a s i gni fi cant dis-

ad·1antage of delaying the cor.~p1 ete integration of undocumented a 1 i en's into 

our society. 

Surrmary of Reco~mendati ons 

We recommend a program providing for the assimilation of large-

numbers of undocumented aliens into this society. The program affords 

the option to the alien to attain full rights of citizenship eventually 

or merely to remain and vwrk legally in this country. 

The program is manageable in that it does not require persons to 

appear in large numbers within a given time at government offices in most 

instances. The costs are estimated on past experience with similar 

voluntary programs at four million dollars per year and \'JOuld add 300 

additional employees to INS. 

Although immediate family members will be able to reunite, a large 

number of persons outside the country could conceivably enter through 

their family relationships. The possible consequences 6f this multiple 

effect of this program on local communities are discussed elsewhere. 
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A. Introducticn 

The flow of undocumented aliens into the United States had twa· 

major components. One, the migration of ~exicans across our south~rn 
~ 

border into the southwestern part of the United States, has a long 

history. The other, a more recent development, is the movement of 

significant numbers of individuals from a number of developing 

Caribbean, Central and South A~erican, and Asian countries into 

the industrial centers of the Northeast and Midwest. 

The traditional Mexican flow is made up of large numbers of 

individuals who enter surreptitiously bet~een designated ports of 

entry along the United States-i~exican border. Typically, they 

are young with minimal skills and education and tend, at least 

initially, to leave their families in Mexico. Due to the large 

differential in income between our countries (the largest between 

tv10 contiguous nations in the \•lorld), they can often save enough 

in three to six months of work in the United States to support a 

family in the rural villages of ~exico for a year. Several studies 

have shown that generations of families and thousands of towns depend 

for their existence on the remittances from this migra·tion pattern. 

However, it is clear that while a certain percentage of Mexican 

migrants may settle in the United States over ti~e, significant 

numbers travel back and forth with frequen:; and ease. 
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The second migration stream is made up of persons co~ing through 

air and land ports of entry ·.·i'r.o obtained vis.::s by fraud or misrepresen-

tation, entered with altered cr ccunterfei:ed visas, or used valid do-

cuments but thereafter violated status by 'olor<ing il1c:s;a1ly. ElS 

estimat~s that perhaps as many as 300,000 of the 6,300,000 visitors 
1 

who entered the United States on nonimmigrant visas in 1975 have re-

mained here in violation of the provisions of their visa. 

The visa abusers 'fiho have entered as temporary visitors may go to 

considerable lengths to misrepresent the purpose of their visit to 

the United States, including making false statements during inter-· 

vi e\vs and presenting fraudulent documents. They are often aided by 

questionable 11 educational institutions .. in the United States v1hich 

sponsor 11 students" who actually intend to \·:ork rather than a tter.d 

school. 

The demand for noninmigrant visa has tiipled in the past decade. 

and our embassy consular se.ct i or.s are often under intense pressure. 

Consular officers reviewing visa applications seek to proxote freedom 

of travel by issuing visas to legitimate travelers as rapidly as 

possible, but they are repeatedly faced ;·:ith the diff1cult task of 

determing .the applicant 1 s real intentions and the truth of his 

statements. 

In recent years, the Ir:.:ligraticr: c.nd ~:~:::uralization Ser'vice (H!S) 

makes about three quarters of a million apprehensions ~er year. Many 

enforcement experts believe tha~ at least ~w~ce that n~mber success-

fully avoid detection, alt:->:::::Jgi: i~ is unclear r.o·o~ r:.any r'e:::J.~n in the 



United States only te~porari1y or enter ~ore than once a year. Due 

to the present allocation of enforce~ent resources, approximately 95 

percent of those apprehen~ed are Mexican. Studies have shown, however, 
i. 

that the undocumented alien flow as a whole is very likely 60 percent 

Mexican and 40 percent non-Mexican. 

B. Recent Developments 

While the bulk of INS enforcement efforts continue to be con-

centrated on the Southwest border, the INS no longer relies heavily 

on neighborhood-oriented enforcement operations, or "roundups, 11 

because they have not been particularly successful and cause tensions 

in the ~6mmuriftii~. · At this:iime: 1he emph~iis is on locating and 

apprehending undocumented aliens at the workplace in order to lessen 

their impact on the labor market. 

From 1969-74, INS received nominal increases in resources while 

some of i_ts work1oad was increasing by as ;.;uch as 200 percent. Since 

1974, INS gained a considerable infusion of manpower and funding and has 

experimented with a number of conceots to improve overall enforcement. 

These increases amounted to 1500 personnel and $50 million, bringing the 

INS FY 78 total to about 9,600 personnel and $250 million. In spite 

of its addition a 1 funds and manp::;·.·;er, I~:s has been unab 1 e to cepe 
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The Department of State has responsibility for visa issuance 

abroad. It has received considerable additional resources in re-

cent years to cope with increased visa wor~1oads. Resource in-

creases, however, have not kept pace with caseload in~reases . 

From FY 1974 to FY 1976, for example, personnel resources avail

able for the visa function abroad were increased 11 percent (from 

1242 to 1381 rnanyears of employment) \·lhile case1oads increased 19 

percent (from 3,900,000 to 4,500,000). 

In addition to the border workload increases, enforcement 

has also suffered from bureaucratic rivalries among the U.S. 

government agencies involved in border e~forcement. Cdmpeti~g 

aims of these various agencies have often prevailed over enforce-

ment-considerations. These questions are under active review in 

connection with reorganization efforts within the Administration. 

C. Prevention 

A prevention strategy seeks to deter potential entrants in 

1. 

sending countries. It is also the most efficient use of resources 

and the least offensive to ethnic communities within the United 

States. Finally, it is an important supp1e~ent to the e~ployer 

sanctions and amnesty proposals made here. 

However, there are important countervailing considerations. 

For example, strict por·t of entt·y enfoi·cer;~ent impinges en to·Jr'-

isr:l and is belie'/2::: to disc:oura;e bona fide e:ttrants. Tf:e r;iQSt 

serious concem rests '•lith intensified enfor::e;;1ent on the :·:exican 

border. 

Electrostatl~ ~opy Made 
for Preservation Purposes 

~- . :~·t.r· 
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If the movement of Mexicans into the United States for work 

purposes is significantly slowed, so~e ex~~rts argue we would need 

to substitute a form of teriipora ry '.'IOrker program in order to avoid 
' 

serious social and policital tensions in i·:exico caused by adding to 

that country's already high unemployment r,ate. vlhile such results 

cannot be predicted, it is clear that migration has served as an in-

portant stabilizing force over past decades. 

Conversely, United States co~munities, particularly those at 

the border, are dependent upon the undocumented alien who spends, 

according to several studies, 40-60% of his income in the United 

States. These traditionally depressed co~~unities are economically 

bound to the illegal cross-border movements as well as to legitimate 

intra-country~ trade and interchange \'I hi ch they be 1 i eve \·li 11 be 

inhibited by strict enforcement. 

D. Recommended Program 

In addition to the eT!ployer sanction proposals alre~dy made, 

we recommend a strong enforcement policy based on prevention. 

1. Prevention Strategy 

A maximum effort would require consi~erable increases 

in enforcement personnel along tr.e ~order end at ~ajar ports of 

entry. This concept has some precedent in 0Jeration Interceot 
' ' 

which took place in late 1969. In t~at Jper3tion, the gover~ment 

was able effectively to seal off the bcr~er ~Y flcoding it wi~h 

enforcenent person~el. ? 
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a. Denial of Entry at Ports 

This effort would require improving the qu3lity 

and thoroughness of the i~~i;ration inspection precess, without causing 

undue delay to entrants. It \·iould be done by, 

selecting for i n-de::>th inspection 2.dditi on a 1. 11 high ri sk 11 

flights-- that is, flights likely to have passengers 

entering for illegal purposes; 

scrutinizing ~ore closely entry papers and supoorting 

documentation; 

increasing the number of manned inspection points; 

increasing training of customs inspectors in immigra-

tion law and procedures; 

utilizing more inspection areas for greater in-depth 

processing; and 

emphasizing the full i~plementation of secure alien 

identification cards and related automated systems. 

b. Apprehensions Bebieen Southern Ports-of-Entry 

This effort would require the latest tc~~unica-

tions technology including secure voice radios and expanded mobile 

communicatiohs cap~bility tying together airborne and grou~d 

personnel. It would utilize a second line of electronic sensors 

and complementary radar and hu2an identification equipment. An 

improved observation ca~abi1i:y and a fully operational helicopter 

?? 
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unit to intercept aliens who have crossed border and are 

~oving toward the interior would be used. In addition, fercing 

and accompanying high intensity lighting units are needed. This 

equipment would be supported by a fully-equipped border patrol 

force employing night vie•,.dng devices and ,undercover vehicles. 

Specifically, it will ~ean doubling the c~rrent patrol force at 
• 

the four principal entry sectors: Chula Vista and El Centro, -
California; El Paso, Texas; and Yuma, Arizona. 

c. Anti-Smuggling Progran 

This effort would be co~posed of units of 

investigators devoted solely to apprehending and deterring organized 

smuggling rings which move aliens into our interior urban areas. 

d. Overseas Ooeration 

A maxi~um effort would also require significant 

increases in personnel available for screening functions at Foreign 

Service posts. These addttiona1 person!le1 •;:ould perr:1it an even i:10re 

exhaustive increase in the length and nu~~er of personal interviews 

required in processing nonirr:migrant visa applications: 

E. Summary of Recor.:~er:dations 

We ~eco~m2nd a strong enforcement po1~cy based on pr2vention, 

This will require an incr2ase of 2200 posit~ons and a cost of 

about $98 million over 2 ~~C-Jear period. 
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The program to diminish the flow of undocumented aliens to the 

United States has important foreign poli:y i~plications and to be 

successful will require action in so~e fields by foreign governmenti. 

The foreign reaction to the announcement of the program could be 

st~ongly negative, particularly in Mexico arid the Caribbean states. 

To avoid damage to our other foreign affairs interests with them, it 

-is important that we consult with these countries through diplomatic 

and other channels beforehand to elicit their understanding and coopera-

tion. 

For 1 ong-term success, our program must a 1 so de a 1, to the extent 

possible, with the 11 push" factor that impels aliens to enter the United 

States illegally-- i.e., the lack of employment opportunities in 

their countries -- from which most of the illegal migration comes. 

We must recognize that the imposition of effective immigration restric-

tions will shut off an impor~ant escape valve for our Latin neighbors 

and could lead to destabilizing social, economic and po1itical pressures 

there. 

While the development of their economies is pri~arily the responsi-

bility of the countries involved (>~exico, the Caribbean, and Central 

America), we can nevertheless encourage them to design and implement 

development plans that would provide greater employment opportunities 

f o r t h e i r p o p u 1 a t i o n a n d t h us e a s e t h e " p us [; " facto r . \·1 e h ave t h r e e 

~ain tools at our disposal to s~~::rt such deve1c~~ent. 



The first tool is GUltila:e:al assista~ce :hrough the international 

lending agencies. We can use our voting ~ewer to encourage the develop-

~ent of projects that will increase employment opportunities and upgiade 

cur stror.; support for fa~ily p1anning efforts in this area. 

Second, there is bilateral assistance through the Agency for 

International Development (AID). AID programs emphasize assistance 

to the poor or low income countries. Currently we have programs in 

Central America, in the non-English speaking Caribbean and a modest· 

program in the English-speaking Caribbean, largely through the 

Caribbean Development Bank. However, special consideration could be 

given to increasing development assistance to generate local employ-

ment and improve family planning for English-speaking islands of the 

Caribbean which have relatively high average per capita incomes but 

nevertheless produce large numbers of illegal immigrants. Additional 

assistance for these purposes could also be considered for Central 

American countries. This would require so~e increase in overall assis-

tance levels. 

Third, we can encourage the development of employment opportunities 

in these countries by providing greater, perhaps preferential, access 

to U.S. markets for their labor-intensive products, boih agricultural 

and manufactured. The Mexicans have been particularly insistent that 

greater access to our market is critical to their plan to ~evelop 

increased e::~;:;loyment . . . . \ ~ .. opponun1-cy 1n ,·,exlco. Hhereas it ~ay be true 

that this \·iould be a useful ':13.Y to help alleviate th2 'p;sh" from 

Mexico, we must recognize th~t sue~ proposals will invJlve tariff 
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reductions and other measures t~at will adJersely affect U.S. produc-

tion and consumers and which will evoke strong protests from affected 

segments of United States industr;, agriculture, and labor. 

S~mmary of Recommendations 

1. The Department of State should undertake co~sultations with 

Mexico and other nations most seriously affected by our program (e.g., 

Haiti, Jamaica, and the Dominican Republic) as soon as its basic out-

lines are set and before it is made public. 

2. The criteria applied by the United States Government for 

assessment and approval of loan proposals by international lending 

institutions should be reviewed with the goal of providing greater 

weight for the development of employment opportunities in the countries 

from which the bulk of the undocumented aliens come. 

3. The budget for FY 1978 should be augmented for development 

assistance programs in the Caribbean and C~ntral America which have 

high out-migration rates. This money would be spent to stimulate job~ 
!, 

providing development projects and could increase aid by 25-50% in 

certain countries. 

4. An immediate revie1·1 should be undertaken by State, Treasury, 

Commerce, Labor and the Special Trade Representative to determine whether 

it is feasible to increase the access of labor-intensive products 

from out-migration countries, particularly ~exico, to the U.S. market 

in light of dislocations which may occur in the United States. 



5. High priority should be ;iven to follow-up wor~ agreed upon 

by you and President Lopez Porti1~J at yo~r recent ~eeting to ~e~elap 

approaches to the full range of U.S.-~exico iss~es inclujin; uncc:~~ented 

a 1 i ens. 
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CERTiriCATIC:i OF ALIE~l :·:ORKE.::S 

The United States has traditionally allowed some aliens to enter 

and 'r'iork legally in this countr~t. The numb2r of such acmittances 

has varied considerably over ti1:1e. The workers have normally falle~ 

into two categories: {a) legal immigrants who enter to fill permanent 

jobs and (b) nonimmigrant ijliens who ente~ tp fill temporary jabs. 

The criteria by-·which these individuals ·are certified have an important 

bearing on the question of undocumented aliens because allowing an -

increased number of legal admissions in either of the categories 

would most likely reduce the pressures for illegal immigration. 

In 1976, approximately 50,800 work certifications were issued; 

25,600 to permanent immigrants, 10,000 to temporary v1orkers in non

agricultural industries and 15,200 to temporary v10r~ers in agricultural 

industries. In principle, these certifications were made only after 

a determination by the Labor Department that allowing the entrant to 

work would not have an adverse effect on domestic employment opportun}

ties. In fact, however, an entirely accurate determination of this 

impact is impossible since it 1·1ould require checking with every domestic 

worker to see if he or she is qualified for and would accept the job 

in question. Because of this problem rough rules of thumb are norma11y 

used in the certification process in order to determine labor market 

impact. 

It is noteworthy that the tJtal n~~~~~ ~· certifications ~ssJed 

in 1976 was quite low relative to the probable flew of undocu~ented 
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a1iens. Thus the labor ~arket dislocation resulting fro~ certified 

entrants must be judged as minor. However, it is also true that the 

number Of permanent immigrants who are certified represents only a 

small fraction of the total number of permanent i~migrants who enter 

the country and •n~ork (about 200,000 annually} since the vast majority 

of legal immigrants enter under family preferences with no consideration 

of potential labor market impact. 

There are also serious difficulties involved in the certification 

of ternporary \<~orkers. Critics contend that since under current regula-

tions these \•/orkers are contracted to one employer before they are 

certified, the practice represents a type of indentured servitude that 

is contrary to American principles and offers the potential for exploita-

tion. Furthermore, the presence of such workers is said to depress wages 

and working conditions for non-alien workers. If the job is judged 

unacceptable to domestic workers because of low wages and/or poor working 

conditions, it may be because alien workers were willing to fill it in 

the past at these substandard conditions. In effect, the employment 

of alien workers may be a phenomenon which justifies and perpetuates 

itself. Additionally, employers have sometimes been found to have 

made only cursory efforts to recruit domestic v10rkers because they find 

the work habits of the aliens preferable. Despite intense political 

pressures, the Labor Department has, in order to protect the interests 

of domestic workers, ~aintained a conservative posture towards the 

certification of temporary workers requiring convincing evidence that 

the labor ~arket effects ·.~·nl r;ot be adverse. 
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The current relationshi~ bet~een the number of aliens entering 

the country annually •.vith labor certificc.tions and the prob:I01e 

flew of undocumented aliens has not always existed. For exa~ple, from 

1942-1964 large numbers of temporary agriculture workers were i~ported 

under the "bracero" program of contract labor. The size of the 

"bracero" prograr.t peaked beb1een 1955 and 1959 when more than 400,000 
1 

temporary workers were admitted annually. This program had the same 

shortcomings discussed above; that is, the employee could work for_ 

only one employer and there were opportunities for exploitation. It 

was~ however, a popular program with many employers who regarded it as 

a source of the sort of dependable low wage labor that is not available 

in domestic labor markets. Instituting a similar program, even without 

provisions tying workers to one employer, •,.;ould be popular ~·lith both 

agricultural employers and, quite probably, the Mexican government although 

the Mexicans have in a recent policy change announced they will no 

1 anger seek such temporary worker arrangements. Addition a i ly, such a. 
~ 

program would likely reduce the pressure for illegal immigration. 

Pressure to allm-1 nonimmigrant aliens into the country to fi11 

temporary jobs often results from legitimate employer concerns about 

procuring a satisfactory work force within a reasonable tice frame. 

Additional efforts can be undertaken to respond to these concerns 

without the need for ~ore resources. E~~loyment ou~reach e~fJr~s can 

be organized to see:< out ~ore activel.:: •:~or::ers •,;ho '.iOuld be · .. :i1ii:-:; 

to take the jobs in question. Experience has demonstrated, for exa~p1e~ 

that \•Jorkers can often be found jy takirs the si~ple step of ~ .. 
l0Go<1n.~ 
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for the~ outside of th2 i~~2dic:e £20gra~hicai area. Addition~lly, 

recent studies have demonstrated that wor~ on unattractive jobs can 

someti~es be reorganized (rationalized in the language of labor 

economists) to improve pay and wor~ing conditions without raising per 

unit labor costs. These approaches may have the advantage of lessening 

political pressures to certify temporary wor.kers. If outreach and labor 

market rationalization efforts fail to produce a reliable work force 

and negotiations regarding labor standards are met, temporary alien-

workers should be certified. 

It should also be noted, however, that employers sometimes have 

i 11 egitimate motives for requesting temporary a 1 i en v1orkers. For 

example, employers at times have indicated a preference for foreign 

labor because the workers will accept conditions and pay U.S. workers 

\1ill not or because social security taxes can be evaded. Careful 

efforts must be undertaken to sort out legitimate and illegitimate 

employer concerns in this area. 

Summary of Recommendations 

We recommend continuing the current policy of limiting the number 

of temporary 'r'lorker certifications issued in order to protect the inter-

ests of American workers. We suggest additional efforts in the area 

of employ~ent outreach and labor market rationalization as a ~eans of 

responding to legitiGate e~ployer cor.cerns in this area. 

Budget Impact 

lione. 
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UNDOCU~1EilTED ALE:,s ... , 
;-,. t:..; CC>~:-::J~liTY ASSISTAiiCt: 

State and local governments, ~articularly those in areas thought 

to have large undocumented alien p0pulations, currently c1ain that the 

presence of such individuals iGposes on them substantial fiscal burdens. 

Likewise, the Federal government itself may,bear certain additional 

costs because of the presence of this population group. The granting 

of any form of "amnesty" could certainly intensify the pleas and pe-rhaps 

the real need for increased expe~ditures especially with respect to in-

come maintenance, health care, education, public safety and the justice 

system. 

The primary rationale for state and local requests for aid lies in 

the proposition that the regulation of ir.:migration is an activity which 

the Constitution has reserved exclusively for the Federal govern~ent. 

The contention of many State and local governments is that \'Jhatever fiscal 

problems occur are caused by the Federal sovern~ent's policy -- or absence 

ofjpolicy -- tm·1ard undocurr.ented c.liens. For example, it is pointed out 

that undocumented aliens are prob~bly ~ot counted for purposes of de-

veloping the distribution formula und~r the general revenue sh~ring 

program. 

Because of the very nature cf ti":e prcJle'71, v+e lack sufficient data 

accurately to measure the oresent fiscal i~;act which undocu~e~ted aliens 

may have on various units of State or local ;s~ern~ent. ~e believe that 

the average undocumented alien possesses characteristics which make it 



unlikely that the existing population of undocu~ented aliens creates 

any sizeable financial burcen. ~~:ccu~ented aliens are typically young, 

have no spouse or children, and are employed. It is unlikely therefore 

that these individuals place any s~bstantial burden on State or local 

social services agencies. No~ would such persons be ~ajar recipients of in-

co~€ maintenance or health care programs because this type of financial 

assistance is available only to those citizens or other persons in ~he 

U.S. under color of law who are aged or disabled, single par~nt r 
_I 

families with children, or, in only half the States, intact families 

with children and an unemployed father. Fu;thermore, young adults are 

not heavy consumers of he~lth care and would not be a major burden on 

health services financed solely by State or local governments. 

It must also be recognized that the Federal government itse1f bears 

some fiscal burden for the present population through such programs 

as food stamps, the provision of legal services by Legal Services Carper-

ation agencies, and through the criminal justice system generally. 

The future fiscal impact of undocumented aliens will depend upon the 

nature of the status ~vhich is gr-an:ed these persons. If a decision is rr.ade 

to grant legal immigrant status, \·;e believe there may be an k:pcrtant 

fiscal impact because those persons granted this form of status will be 

permitted to have their spouses a~d childre~ reunited with t~e~ in the 

U.S. This result will certainly incre~se t~e ardor of thJse st~~e and 

local governments \·lhich fee1 they e.re bearir.9 a:~ unfair burden. ;.Je sa•.v 
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clear evidence of the political effectiveness of State and local 

governments when they v1ere atlle to secure Congressional enact:1ent 

of special Federal assistance programs for Cuban refugees and, more: 

recently, for Southeast Asian refugees. The Cuban refugee program 

has assisted 465>000 persons at a cost to tf,e Federal government of 

$1.25 billion since 1963. The Southeast Asian program has cost $203 

million and has assisted approximately 145,000 refugees since 1975.-

On the Federal level, the iGflux of spouses and children could 

well qualify soiile individuals for income maintenance and health care 

assistance (depending, of course, upon what detisions are made to bring 

about reform in these n~o areas). Additionally, the employer sanction 

and amnesty program \·lil1 add certain costs to the justice system: a 

possible major increase in the use of Legal Services Corporation attorneys 

in civil immigration disputes and generally because of a recognition of 

the availability of legal rights; an increase in the utilization of attar-
4 

neys under the Criminal Justice f\.ct if more violators are apprehended 

through our greater enforcement efforts; and a possible increase in the 

entire law enforcement apparatus if persons resort to crime because they 

cannot find jobs but do not quc.lify for welfare and yet decide not to 

return to their native country. 

Recommendation 

Because of the difficulty o7 estimatin~ the iiilpact of the aDnesty 

program, we believe that you sho~ld acknowledge that the problem could 
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become a difficult one for certain units of State and local govern~ent 

as well as for the Federal gover~~ent itself. In vie~ of these possi-

bilities, you should assure that alternative approaches are examined 

\~ithin the context of existing Federal financial assistance programs and 

special new programs should be considered as more facts are developed. 

Administrative proposals with res~ect to welfare reform and health care 

financing will also be~r on this issue. 

A mechanism to deal with these and related problems arising from 

your program on aliens should be established within the Executive Office 

of the President. It is not necessary to hire ne\•1 assistants or provide 

ne\v faci 1 i ties. It wi 11 be necessary for there to be a designated 

"President's representative" to be responsive to such concerns, inform 

the President of them, and assist localities in dealing with their new 

problems in this field. 
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H1~·1IGR . .;TICi POLICY 

The immigration policy of the United States is based on the 

Irr:migration and Nationality .. ~ct of 1952, enc.cted by the Congress over 

?resident Truman's veto. The basic stc.tute hc.s been amended many 

times, most extensively in 1965 c.nd 1976. 

In many respects the law is out of date, contradictory, and 

difficult to administer. There is a clear need to develop a new 

irr:~'Tii grati on policy that •,Ji 11 reconcile our commitment to humanitarian 

principles and our of immi rants with the funda-

mental economic, social, political, and demographic realities of American 

1 i fe. 

On April 26, Congressman Joshua Eilberg, Chairman of the Subcommittee 

on Immi gra ti on, Citizenship, and I nternati on a 1 La•.v, -; ntroduced a bill 

calling for the establishment of a select commission on iwmigration and 

refugee policy. The purpose of the select commission is to·conduct a 

complete and detailed review'of our immigration policy. (A copy of 

th · b '11 · tt h d A ,..~ · r ) 1s 1 1s a ac. e as ppen\.l1x ~. 

Recommendation 

We recommend that you strongly endorse Mr. Eilberg's proposal. 
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To amend the Ir:-:liligrc.tion and nationality A.ct. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Represe1tatives 

of the United States o"f .C,::'erica in Congress assembled. ThCJ.t 

this Act may be cited as the "Alien Emp1oynent A.ct of 1977. 11 

RESTRICTION OF EMPLOYMENT OF ALIENS 

Sec. 2. (a) Section 274 of the Im~igration and Nation

ality Act (8 U.S.C. 51324) is amended --

(1) by inserting after subsection (b) the fol1o· .. ling 

new subsection: 

"(c) (1) It shall be unlawful for any employer 

to employ any alien in the United States who has-not been 

lawfully admitted to the United States for permanent resi

dence, unless the employment is authorized by the Attorney 

Genera 1. 

11 (2) Any employer v:ho unlawfully employs c_ny 

alien in violation of paragraph (l) shall be subject to a 

civil penalty of not more th3n $500 for each alien in respect 

to whom any violation of paragraph (1) is found to ha~e 

occured. 

" ( 3) Fr·c:'""i a date to be deter;-7;i :1ed by the 

Attorney General bJ rsgulc_tion, all e~ployers \·;ho eGp1oy 

persons within the Uni~ed States shall ~aintain a re:ord wi!h 

~.-1 



respect to each person employed subseq~ent to that date. ~~2: 

record shall indicate the name of the e~ployee, the date of 

employment and a description of the identification docu~ents 

furnished by the employee and relied on by the employer as 

evidence of the employeels eligibility to be employed. Iden-
' 

tification documents sufficient to provide an/employer with 

an absolute defense tq an action under this subsection shall 

be determined by the Attorney General by regulation. 

"(4) The production by an employer of a record 

prescribed by pa_r:agraph (3) for an employee emp 1 oyed subsequent 

to the date established under paragraph (3) shall constitute an 

absolute defense to any action brought by the Attorney General 

under this subsectjon. Such records shall be maintained by 

every employer on every employee currently employed and for 

90 days after termination of employme~t and shall be made 

available to the Attorney General or his agents charged 

under subsection (b) of this section with enforcement of this 

section. Upon request, an employer will furnish to the 

Attorney General or his agents a complete list of all ~ersons 

then in its employ or having been in its employ within the 

preceding 90 days who entered t~at employ~ent status subse-

quent to the effective date of ~his Ac~. 



"(5) exis-::s ta 

believe that an employer has violated this subsection, ~~2 

Attorney General shall bri~s a civil action in the United 

States District Court in the District in which the esplayer 

is alleged to have violated this subsecti9n. This action 

shall be tried before a federal magistrate 'tlithout a jury, 

who shall have the power to assess a civil penalty of up to 

$500 for each alien employed by the employer for whom the 

e~ployer is unable to produce the record prescribed by 

paragraph (4). A hearing, if demanded by the employer or 

the United States, shall be of record. 

11 (6) No direct appeal from the decision of the 

magistrate shall be available to the employer. The United 

States may, within 30 days of a decision adverse to the 

Government, seek reviev; of a magistrate's decision by the 
~ 

United States District Court. The court shall accept the 

magistrate's findings of fact if. supported by substantia 1 

evidence on the record taken as a whole. If the employer 

against \·Jhom a civil penalty is assessed fails to pay the 

penalty within the time prescribed in an order entered by a 

federal magistrate, the Attorn~y General sh~ll file 2 civil 

action to collect that pena~ty in that s~~e United States 

District Court. Such suit shall be deter~~ned solely upon 

;1.-3 
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of fact, if supported by substantial evidence on the record 

considered as a whole, shall be conclusive. 

"(7) After any employer is finally c:dju.iged to t:e in 

violation of this subsection, the Attorney General may, 

•,.;ithin two years of that final judgment, bring an action in 

the appropriate United States District Court for injunctive 

relief should he have reason to believe that that employer 

continues to be in violation of this subsection, whether that 

violation is occurring within the District in which the 

final judgement was entered or within any other District. 

This action shall be tried i~a United States District Court, 

which shall have jurisdiction to grant appropriate injunctive 

relief. The appropriate District Court shall be the same 

District Court in which the final iuda~ent against that em-v -..i' ..., -

player Has entered or the District Court in any other District 

in which that employer is believed to be in violation of this 

subsection." 

(2) by inserting after ne1·1 subsection (c) the follm·ling 

new subsection: 

11 (d) This Act and the provisions contained th:::re-

in are intended to supplement State ac~ion ~nd compliance with 

this chapter shall not excuse anyone frcm compliance with 

;1, -4 
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;. Bill 

To amend the Irr::11igr2.tion ::.nd :lation::.l ity P·.ct. 

Appendix B 
Option 1 

Be it enacted bv the Senate ::.nd House of Reoresentatives of the 

United States of A~erica ~n Concress asse~bled. That this Act may be 

cited as the 11 Alien Adjustment .:kt of 1977." 

RECORD OF ADMISSION FOR PERMANENT RESIDENT IN THE 
CASE OF CERTADi ALIENS 

Sec. 2. Section 249 of the Immigration and Nationality Act 

(8 U.S.C. 1259) is arr;ended to read as fol1o•.1s: 

:. 

11 (a) A record of la\·iful admission for permanent residence 

may, in the discretion of the Attorney General and under such regula-

tions as he may prescribe, be made in the case of any alien physically 

present in the Unit~d States on the effective date, if no such record 

is othen·tise availa::,le and such alien satisfies the Attorney General 

that he: 

(l) on the effective date, is the spouse, parent, or child 

of a United States citizen or of an alien lawfully admitted for 
4 

permanent residence or has resided in the United States for not 

less than five consecutive years irr:rr;ediately preceding the 

effective date~ 

(2) has resided in the United States continuously since 

the effective d2te~ and 

(3) is not inad~issible to the United States under s~ction 

212(a) insofar as it rel3tes to cri~inals, procurers and other 

. 1 . . 1mmora persons, soy~·.·:::sl :::s, violators of the narcotic la~s, 

or s~ugglers of 31~ens. 

co l t:)-, 

under this sec~ion 

------..,..-..,.......-~...,.......,--.,'!l"i,\!.JI"'ll,jl~~->,*11!11"'·~1!!"~'"-,.,._' ~-.;~.-_,;-.'~~·····:···,·;= 
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admission for permanent residence as ~~ 

cation, except that in the case of an alie1 ~~o entered t~e ~~~te~ 

·since that date the Attorney General shall rec~rd the alien 1
S 

, - , 
f 2.>t7U i 

admission for permanent residence as of the d~te of entry. 

11 {c) A record of la .. dul admission fer permanent res~ce:-::e. 

as of the date of applic~tion may, in the discretion of the Attor~ey 

General and under such regulations as he may prescribe, be ~ade in 

the case of any alien who as of the effective ~ate is the pare~t, 

spouse or child residing in the United States with an alien ~~ose 

lawful admission is recorded under paragraph (~} of this section if: 

(1) the relationship of parent, spouse, or child existed 

on the effective date and continues to exist; and 

(2) the parent, spouse, or child ~eets the qualifications 

specified in paragraph (3) of subsection (~). 

"{d) This section shall not apply to any alien Hho advocated 

or assisted in the persecution of any person or group of perso~s ~ecause 

of race, religion, nationality or politicc.l opinion." 
~ 

S e c . 3 . Sect i o n 2 4 l o f t h e I;:;m i g rat i o !1 c.;: d : l at i ::;n a 1 ~ :. J .-. '"" :.. 

(8 U.S.C. 1251) is amended by inserting af:.er s~jsectiQn 

following new subsection: 

r -. 
\. I j 

"(g) A de~ortation proceeding sh~ll ~ot be irs~~:.~~e~ on 

a ground arising orior to trte .............. ,.....,--. ::::: _::;. 

the qualifications Set forth ~r: s•.-:bse:t~:" 2.:?-':::, 

section." 
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S • s t' '"'01 ( l ~ .... T • _,_. ~ .. • • , .... A -l-ee. 4. ec 1on c.. • c, or c.:e .~.r.;::n~ra~..1on ~n,.. "at1ona lt.J Ct. 

(8 U.S.C. 115l(a)) is amended to read as fo1lm·1s: 

11 (a) Exclusive of s;:::ecis.l ir."11igrants defined in section 

101(a)(27), immediate relatives of United States citizens as specified 

in subsection (b) of this section, and of aliens in whose case a record 

of lawful admission for permanent residence ,is made pursuant to section 

2:19., (1) the number of aliens born in any foreign state or dependent 

area located in the Eastern Hemisphere who may be issued immigrant Visas 

or who may othervlise acquire the status of an alien lav1fully admitted 

to the United States for permanent residence, or \•sho may, pursuant to 

section 203{a)(7), enter conditionally, shall nat in any of the first 

three quarters of any fiscal year exceed a total of 45,000 and shall 

not in any fiscal year exceed a total of 170,000; and (2} the number 

of aliens born in any foreign state of the Western Hemisphere or in the 

Canal Zone, or in a dependent area located in the Western He~isphere, 

who may be issued immigrant visas or v;ho may otherv.Jise acquire the 

status of an alien lawfully ad8itted to the United States for permanent 

residence, or who may, pursuant to section 203(a)(7), enter conditionally, 

shall not in any of the first three quarters of any fiscal year exceed 

a total of 32,000 and shall not in any fiscal year exceed a total of 

120,000.'' 

S e c • 5. T h e t e rm " e f f e c t i'l e :: :: ~ e " as us e d i n s 2 c t i o n 2 ~ 9 o n t h e 

Immigration and Nationality Act, as a~en~e~ b; this ~ct, shall ~ean 
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A Bill 

To c.::: end the Ir.:mi gra ti on end iiational ity 

App'=ndix B 
Option 2 

Be it enacted by th2 Senate and Ho~se of Reoresentatives of the 

United States of America in Conaress asse~bled. That this Act may be 

cited as the 11 A 1 i en Adjus 't.~ent Act of 1977. '' 

RECORD OF ADMISSION FOR PERMANENT RESIDENT IN THE 
CASE OF CERTAIN ALIENS 

I· 

Sec. 2. Section 249 of the Immigration and Nationality Act 

(8 U.S.C. 1259) is amended to read as follows: 

l 

"(a) A record of la•r~ful admission for permanent residence 

ffiay, in the discretion of the Attorney General and under such regula-

tions as he may prescribe, be made in the case of any alien physic~lly 

present in the United States on the effective date, if no such record 

i.s other.·lise available and such alien satisfies the Attorney General. 

that he: 

(1) on the effective date, is the spouse, parent, or child 

of a United States citizen or of an alien lawfully admitted for 

permanent residence or~has resided in the United States for not 

less than five consecutive years i::mediate1y preceding the 

effective date; 

(2) has resided in the United States continuously since 

the effective date; and 

(3) is not i~ad~issible to the United States under section 

212(a) insofar as it relates to criminals, procurers and other 

. l ' . 
1m~ora persons, susvers1~~s, violators of the narcotic laws, 

or smugglers of aliens. 

"'b' u ' -·· 1 ) ~ •. - r. "'O~,r,-,,,;:, · o-
\ ~-..I 4 ~ •• ..-' \..1, .... ! I an applic2tion under this section 

the n::cord be :.:lien's la·.-;ful 

- I 



ad~issi~~ for permanent res~~~~ce as ~f t~~ d~te of the appli-

cation, except that i~ the case of an alien who entered the United 

States prior to July 1, 1?2..;., and has resided here continuously 

since that date the Attorney General shall record the alien•s lawful 

ad:::ission for permanent res~~ence as of the date of entry. 

11 (c) A record of la·r~ful adsission for permanent residence 

as of the date of application may, in the discretion of the Attorney 

General and under such regulations as he may prescribe, be made in 

the case of any alien who as of the effective date is the parent, 

spouse or child residing in the United States with an alien whose 

lawful admission is recorded under paragraph {b) of this section if: 

(1) the relationship of parent, spouse, or child existed-

on the effective date and continues to exist; and 

(2) the parent, spouse, or child meets the qualifications 

specified in paragraph (3) of subsection (a). 

11 (d) This section sha11 not apply to: 

(l) Any alien who advocated or assisted in the 

persecution of any person or group of persons because of 

race, religion, nationality or political opinion; or 

( 2) Any alien who is subject to the provisions of 

section 212(e) of this Act. 

Sec. 3 Section 241 of the Irr:r;;igration and Nationality Act 

(8 U.S.C. 1251) is amended by inserting after subsection (f) the 

following new subsection: 

r:(g) A Cepor:~-=~·~!'1 sr2ceedinq sha.ll not be instituted on 

a ground arising orior to ~he ef~ective date against an alieh who 

~ -1- ""' ,. -· t" . - " . . . ( \ : .. ee~..s ~..ne aua 1r1ca 1ors s::: -:-cT-:::1 1n su:Jer-7-.,nn ?J.o,"'J 
' • '-'....,.I._.. - '-'. \. ._J,. ' regardless 

of whether or not the a~~en ~~s su~~itted an aoolication u~der that 



Sec. 4 Section 201(a) of the I:-::;iii gr~tion end 

(8 U.S.C. 1151(a)) is a~ended to read as follo~s: 

11 (a) Exclusive of speci::1 it.::iligrants cefinec in sec~~::: 

10l(a)(27), immediate relatives of United States citizens as s~==~fied 

in subsection {b) of this section, and of aliens in whose C;;,....::::::. .::. ... ~:-- .... ,..~· 
_;::.._- ._ ...... _l~ 

of lawful admission for pemanent residence is made pursu~nt to s::cticn 

24-9..., '(1) the nu:rber of aliens born in any fqreign state cr ce;:e:1ce!1t 

2r"_2 located 1·n •'r.o. t:"a--'-.orn Hom1·sl'"'nora '·/'no ~ay !-oo ,·s-u;:>rl .;..,..~.; - .... - .... - v1·---- _ I.·~ '- ;:, \..- -· j-11•·- - I I j,l l-- :::> -'-' lo•-•:! _:::• ,::,, - - ~~;:, 

or who 1a1ay otherrdse acquire the status of an alien 1a·.'>'fu1ly 2:.::::::~-ed 

to the United States for permanent reside~ce, or who may, purs~~n~ to 

section 203(a)(7), enter conditionally, shall not in any of the f~rst 

three quarters of any fiscal year exceed a total of 45,000 and sJ:=1f 

not in any fiscal y=~r exceed a total of 170,COO; and (2) the 

of aliens born in any foreign state of the \-!estern Her.ris;:::-:ere 

r; ,--=-"" ll-.1..~~--. 

Canal Zone, or in a dependent area located in the Western He~is~h~~e, 

\'lho may be issued immigrant visas or v:ho may other .. lise acq:.rire ~he 

status of an ali en 1 awfully a·dri!i tted to the United States for ::e~nerrt 
. ~ 

residence, or who may, pursuant to section 203(a)(7), e~ter co~~i~~onally, 

Shall no + l·n any Of +n' 0 .r:l·rs.._ "-~ro::> l"ltqr,_:::,..- o-= any T-1--c~, "::::::.- o·.·-:::=.,.: 
V W l>._ t \.. l.'/ ..__ "1VW. l.-; ~ • • ,:';). .- i: J _ _.I ~~""'---..J. 

a total of 32,000 and shall not in any fiscal ye3r exceed a to~=1 sf 

120,000." 

Sec. 5. The teriii 11 effective c~ten as used ir. s~ctic:1 z..;;: 

I r:::n i g rat i on 2nd ; :at i on a 1 i t .Y ;., c t , as a iT: en c e c b J t h i s ;., c-: , s ~ :: ~ : ::- e::.:; 
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Appendix C 

: 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPR~='SZNTATIVES 

Nr-. E_:L1..br:rr~cr&·---------- int:rcdtlced :;,.c follo·.vbg bill; Y;hich vr~s 1·e£err2d 

to the Com...""'n.ittee on-----------

£. 
~ 

To establish a Select Co~~issio~ on I~~ig~atiorr a~d Refugee 
Policy. 

Be it enacted by th~ Senate a~d Rouse of Reuresent2tiv2s 

of the United States of ATilerica i-:1 Co:-!gres s 2.sseG].Jl:::d, Th2.t 

( ) h . '1" ~ ~ S l C . . T • • a t ere 1.s estc:.D 1.snec. 2. e_ect: O:::::::illSSlon OQ _r,'..--r.lz~atJ..on 

and Refugee Policy (hereinafter in this Act.:r-efe:;-r2cl to as 

(1) £ou1.· 

of shc.ll 

mar1; 

-r.cl·-,.- -.: ""'"' L ~ L. \,.,.. ( ~ \.... _;, \..I~ .L) 

' 02 

one 

by Presi~c~t 2s Chair-

~ r. r-,-,..,. ._ ~ -.-":-
,._.. ,_ - - ... _ L '-.. - ..l 
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House of Represe:-ttc.t.i".'es fro2 tne :.,er::"bershiD of the 

House Co~ittee on the. Judicic.ry; c.~d 

( 4) four ne:.:-.D ers Pres ide:-r t _pro 

tempore of the Senate from the neRbership o£ the Senc.te 

CoTILlittee on tne Judiciary. 

(b) A majority of the Co2mission shall constitute a 

q~or~2 for·the. tr~~saction of its business, but the Co~ission 

nay provide ~ J.-h t 1 • :cor t...J..e a.:<1ng of testi3ony and the reception of 

present not less than 

£our members of th~ Co~~ission. 

(c) Each E.e:::ber of the Cot!.;.;.:J.ission ';·.'ho is not othert·lise 

in the service of the Gove::cnrr:.ent of the United States shall 

receive the sum of $100 for each clay spent in the \·:rork of the 

Corn.;.llission., shall be paid 2ctuc.l travel expenses, and per 

diem in lieu of subsis"te:1ce expenses> \·ihen a--c.-:ay frorr: his 

usual place of residence, in accordance uith chapt2r 57 of 

title 5, United States Coce. Each of the Co~~ission 

t·:ho is othen·7ise in 
,.. . 

or tne 

to that received for such 

in trc.vel 

. . . 
~ :_ S l!.S \..lZ':.: fro~ 
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I. 

Sec. 2. (a) It shall be the duty of the Co21-:1issio:J. to 

stedy and evaluate, in accordance ':·lith st:bsectio:-t (b), ·eY.-

. . 1 1 • • 
~s t 1.ng a'.vS ~ po .J...~ cl. e. s , 

:. 
of L .... ,tigrants and :;:-efugees to the United States c.nc to r.:!2.ke. 

sech adrninistrati ve a..Dd legislative recOIT'..:.-nc:.ndations to the 

President. and to the Congress as are appropriate. 

(b) in particular, the CorrJJJission shall--

{1). conduct a study and analysis of the effect of 

the provisions ?£ the Ih~.:igration and Nationality Act 

(and administrative interpretations thereof) on (A) social~ 

economic, 21d political conditions in tr~ United States; 

(B) demographic trends; (C) ·present and p::.·ojc:.cted u.1-

employwent in the United States; and (D) the conduct of 

foreign po::.icy; 

-(2) conduct a study a·nd analysis of ~·;hethe::.- and to 

vlhat eJ-:tent the IDmigration and Nationality Act should 

apply to the Com.-uom..;ealth of Puerto Rico, the Virgin 

Islands, Guam, American S2.1.-noa, the ~7ortherrr }fa:::-ic.na 

Islands, and the other territories ~~d nosse.ssions OL ... 

the United States; 

reco~e::1d2. t.iorl.s -.7-: t-";. ,._ - ..... res::Ject 

to, 

of th·:: 
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S0Cl2._:_, econo2::...c, l•t-• l pO--.l ..... lCa , 2nd 

demographic impact of previous refugee programs and 

revie-::·7 the criteria fo_r, a::.d nu::r,erical lisitc.tions on> 

the a~~ission of refugees to the United States; 

(5) m2.ke se2iannual reports to each House of 

Congress during the period before publication of its · 

final report (described in paragraph (6)); and 

(6) Bake a final repo::-t of its findings and 

recolL...:.!endations ·to the President and each House of Con-

gress, -.;.ihich report shall be published not later than 

September 30, 1980. 

(c) The Co~~~ssion is auth0rized to appoint and fix 

the compensc.tion of 2 'stc.f£ directo:= and such other additional 

personnel as may be necessary to enable the Co!T:Dission to 

ca:=ry out its fu....'1ctions \·Jithout reg.ard to the civil s~rv2.ce 

lavs, rules, and regulations. 

to those lm·7S, rules1 and reguletions may be de. tailed to the 

Commission, and such detail shall be \-7ithout interruption 

or loss of civil service status or privilege. 

(d) Staff m2rr:bers o£ the Co~""J.ittee. ou the Judicic.ry 

the Senate or of the Co:::~..:-:tittee O:;:! the Judici2.::cy of the! P.ouse 

of Representatives ~ay be detailed to serve on the staff of 

C-:+ 
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the Cor.:'""~is s ior1 bj· the. C~2.irr:::!.an of the respective co::2it t:ee. 

Sta££ 2e2bers so detailed shall serve on the staff of the 

Co::-t:;;issio:1 ':·lithout additional cor::pensation except t1Jat they 

2ay receive such reimbursement of expen.ses incu:::red by .._ .. t..nen .as 

the Commission may authorize. 

· (e) The CoiTL:d.ssion nay call upon the head o£ arty Federal 

department or agency to furnish information and assistance 

-:;-;hich the C::o:..:~ission deens necessary for the perfo:rznc:.nce o£ 

its £unctions~ and the heads of such depart8ents end agencies 

shall furnis~ sucn unless pro-

hibited UJ.!der lc=::·; ~ ~·rithout reir:bursement. 

(f) The Co!Il!Ilission is authorized to make grElnts and enter 

into contracts for the conduct o£ research and studies which 

Hill assist it l.n .c • per.;..orcnng its duties under this Act. 

Sec. 3. The Cou~~ission shall ce2se to exist U?O~ the 

fl.l~no~ or~ ;~LS .c~~~1 r~pa~~ _ ..._ ~ -'- ..L...Ll~c ~ .:...L> except that the Co~~ission ~~y 

continue to function for up to sixty days thereafter for the 

- • :t• • cr . purpose or \·nno.J...ng up 1.ts cJ...r2.1.rs. 

Sec. !1-. There are authorized to 
, 
oe 

SLLtlS b 0 ""SS ..,..-,r t-o c..,-,.-.,...." r-. 1 ,.:. as may e n~c-- 2.J..J ..... -c...~-.; -.~~L this 

Act. 

Sec. 5. 

on October l, 1978. 
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